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Annual estimates of gross product originating in manufacturing in-
dustries and the subgroups, durable and nondurable goods industries,
for the postwar period were first published in the October 1962 issue
of the Survey of Current Business. These OBE measures have been
compared with those of the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) and
differences in growth rates and in year-to-year changes noted.
Although the two series differ conceptually and statisticallythe
broad pattern of manufacturing output reflected by both the OBE and
FRB series has been similar for the postwar period. As discussed in
NOTE: The following abbreviations are used in this article:
OBE =Officeof Business Economics
FRB =FederalReserve Board
GPO =Grossproduct originating; an industry's contribution to GNP
Real Product =Grossproduct originating in constant (1958) prices.
Similar comparisons for the mining industries and for the utilities industries,
the remaining components of the FRB's "Index of Industrial Production," are not
made for the following reasons. The OBE indexes for mining are based on the
indexes for the separate mining activities as computed by the Federal Reserve
Board. The utility industry, as defined by the SIC, determines the industry com-
position for purposes of compiling GNP data. The latter (Major Group 49) in-
cludes only privately owned companies engaged in the generation, transmission,
and/or distribution of electricity or gas or steam and also those operating water
and irrigation systems, and sanitary systems engaged in collecting and disposing
of garbage, sewage, and other wastes. In contrast, the output of utilities as meas-
ured by the FRB indexes relates to the production and distribution of only
electricity and gas by both privately owned and publicly owned utilities as well
as by power plants which are auxiliary units or departments of manufacturing
and mining establishments.226 Basic Industry Product Estimates
more detail below, both series exhibit a sharp rate of increase from
1948—53, a slower rate of gain until 1960, and rapid gains since 1960
(Chart 1). However, manufacturing output has increased more rapidly
from 1948—64, when measured by the FRB series. Higher growth rates
reflected by the latter measures, compared with the indexes of real
product, also prevail during the 1953—60 period. The FRB and OBE
series for the durable (Chart 2) and nondurable (Chart 3) manufactur-
ing industries also show similar movements.
A detailed examination of the relationship between the manufacturing
components of the FRB index and the OBE gross-product-originating
measures has been postponed until the latter could be revised to reflect
the statistical and definitional revisions which were incorporated into
the national accounts in August 1965. The revised GPO series also
incorporate information from more recent and comprehensive sources
including the 1958 input—output study, as well as improvements in
estimating methods, and reflect changes in industry classifications as
provided by the 1957 edition of the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) Manual. It is recognized that some of the observations indicated
below may not apply when the FRB revisions are completed, but
explanations of the fundamental relationships, particularly at a detailed
manufacturing industry level, are possible.'
Conceptual Differences and Measurement Problems
While the annual production indexes prepared by both OBE and FRB
and those developed from the Census data are designed to measure
changes in real output for manufacturing industries, they differ with
respect to concepts and methods of measurement.
GPO AND FRB MEASURES
Gross product originating in an industry is a measure of an industry's
contributions to the nation's total output of goods and services as
1Therevised FRB series are planned for release in 1968. They will be ad-
justed to the Census-Federal Reserve Benchmark Indexes of Manufacturing for
1958 and 1963. (The authors are indebted to Mr. C. Gehman and Mrs. C. J.
Motheral, Federal Reserve Board, for their cooperation and assistance in providing
information on procedures and making available unpublished FRB data in-
cluding some of the tabulations prepared for Industrial Production Measurement
in the United States: Concepts, Uses and Compilation Practices, Board of Gov-
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defined in the national income and product accounts. An industry's
gross product or value added may be measured as the amount by
which the total value of its output exceeds the cost of purchased
intermediate products (materials and business services) used in pro-
duction. The gross product is also equal to the sum of the industry's
factor payments (employee compensation, profits, net interest, etc.)
and ofits nonf actor costs of production(indirect business taxes,
depreciation, etc.). OBE uses the latter procedure to measure an
industry's output (value added) in current dollars. The constant-dollar
total is calculated by deflating the current-dollar total by an implicit
deflator derived by the "double deflation" procedure.2 The constant-
dollar series represents an industry's value added for the given year's
composite of output minus purchases, valued in base-year prices.
The FRB indexes for a two-digit SIC industry are also designed to
be measures of its value added in constant prices. In these indexes,
however, the Census value-added concept is used and this value added,
as discussed below,3 differs from the GPO concept principally by
including the value of purchased services. The Census value added
for a base year is extrapolated by quantity series representative of an
industry's total output.
Changes in total output may differ from changes in value added
(also called net output or gross product). Such differences will arise
when, for any number of reasons, the material requirements per unit
of output vary over time. Such variations may occur, for example,
because:(a) improved production techniques result in savings of
materials or in substituting less expensive materials; (b) changes in
the degree of integration of production processes or in the kinds of
products produced result in a shift to the use of more (or less) highly
fabricated materials; and (c) the proportion of products within an
industry with higher value added per unit of output increases(or
decreases) relative to those with lower unit value added.
In principle, the OBE data on real product should reflect the
"true" movements in net output. In practice, however, the OBE series
may not, because of imperfections, for example, in the data for price
changes or the lack of this information. The price index problems
arise primarily because of limitations in sample coverage, the markets
2 See Appendix A for description.
See Census value added and GPO, p. 230.228 Basic Industry Product Estimates
in which prices are measured, the differences between quoted and
transaction prices, and their adequacy to account for quality changes
(the quality issue is mentioned again in the paragraph below which
refers to the quantity series on output used in the FRB calculations).
Even when individual price indexes are available, there may be diffi-
culties because adequate information is unavailable on weights needed
to calculate composite indexes for deflating outputs and inputs. (See
Appendix A.) Furthermore, the current-dollar measures of value of
production, cost of materials, purchased services, and gross product
originating in a manufacturing industry have statistical limitations.
The FRB series, in. principle, also represent changes in net output
if the ratio of value added per unit of output remains constant at
the detailed levelselected by the FRB for estimating output.If
stability at this level, which is generally a SIC three-digit level, does
not occur, the movements of value added and total output are not
parallel. Similarly, the relationship for a major (two-digit SIC) industry
is dependent upon the value-added—output ratios for the component
series. (The FRB indexes will, however, reflect changes in the value
added for a major industry if output shifts occur only among the com-
ponent industries at the measured level with different value-added—out-
put ratios.)
Like the OBE measures, the FRB measures are affected by in-
adequacies of data sources. Series on the quantity of output may not
be representative or adequate in coverage.4 The available quantity
series may also not be sufficiently detailed and thus not reflect properly
changes in the composite of output or in the quality of goods produced.
Where the deflation method is used by FRB, the shortcomings of the
price data, which are a consideration in the constant-dollar OBE data,
must be considered as well. For those industries where labor inputs
(or, in a few cases, material inputs) are used to estimate output,
there may also be a question of reliability.
The FRB indexes for manufacturing industries are calculated by
using about 200 series. These 200 series include, for a number of
industries, a man-hour or employment series adjusted for estimated
productivity as measures of physical volume of output. About 9 per
4 issuefrequently is whether the production movements of a given product
follow more closely that of another product or whether the price movements of
the products are more closely related.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 229
cent of manufacturing activity through 1957 and 55 per cent since
1958 is represented by such labor-input series. The remainder are
represented primarily by physical units of output. The productivity
estimates used with man-hour or employment figures are derived from
a wide variety of data including productivity patterns based on the
FRB physical product series.5
The constant-(1958) dollar GPO for a given two-digit industry is
calculated by deflating the current-dollar totals by an implicit deflator
derived by a "double deflation" procedure. In this procedure, the
output of each four-digit manufacturing industry (about 425 industries)
is derived from Census Bureau data on the value of shipments and
of inventory change; these are deflated separately, and then aggregated
to about sixty subgroups represented in the manufacturing segment of
OBE's 1958 input—output study. The Census cost-of-materials data
for each of these groups are also deflated separately, and subtracted
from deflated output to yield "Census" value-added figures in constant
prices. The current- and constant-dollar totals for output, materials
input and value added of the sixty groups are then aggregated to the
SIC two-digit level. At this level the current-dollar totals for value
added are divided by the corresponding constant-dollar totals to yield
the value added or GPO implicit deflator. In this deflation process,
more than 1200 price indexes, about 70 per cent of which are specially
tabulated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, are used by OBE.
Limitations of these price indexes have been indicated above.
The GPO implicit deflator has the quality that small differences in
the level of output or input prices yield larger differences in the GPO
deflator since the latter is derived as a residual—that is, the output
price index has a positive weight but the input price index has a
negative weight.6 In addition, the GPO price index does not explicitly
include representation of prices for purchased business services. Some
preliminary tests, however, indicate that even for industries where such
purchases are large, an approximation of an all-inclusive GPO deflator
differs little from the ones actually used by OBE.7
5SeeAppendix A for the proportion of each SIC two-digit industry's output
that is based on measures of labor input. These measures are also discussed in
Industrial Production Measurement in the United States: Concepts, Uses and
Compilation Practices, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
February 1964, p. 13.
6SeeGNP by Major Industry, Methods and Concepts, p. 3.
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CENSUS VALUE ADDED AND GPO
The OBE gross product totals exclude all intermediate purchases
by the industry and include the excise taxes for which the industry
has legal responsibility. Census value added excludes excise taxes paid
by the industry and is net only of purchased goods including fuels and
electricity consumed in the production processes but not purchased
services other than contract. work done on reported output.
In addition, the Census value-added total does not include an adjust-
ment for inventory valuation (IVA), which is included in the GPO
figures. Census value added is currently derived by subtracting the
cost of materials consumed, energy used, and the cost of resales from
the value of output. The latter is determined by the value of shipments
(including receipts for resales and other activities) adjusted for change
in inventories of finished goods and work in process valued at beginning
of the year and end-of-the-year prices.8
According to the basic concepts of national income accounting, the
value of current production is only truly reflected when the change
in inventories is valued at average prices during the period. Reported
corporate profits and income of unincorporated enterprises is adjusted
for inventory profit or loss. The adjustment to reported book value of
inventories results in having the change in the physical volume of
inventories valued at average prices during the current year instead
of in book values.9 When an industry's ratio of changes in inventory
valuations to value added is relatively large, which occurs when prices
fluctuate greatly, the inventory valuation adjustments can affect signifi-
cantly the current-dollar totals of GPO.
Furthermore, gross-product-originating data and Census value-added
figures for a specified industry differ for other reasons. The Census
data exclude intermediate purchases of materials and services used by
administrative and auxiliary establishments associated with the manu-
facturing establishments; classification differences arise from independent
decisions made by the Census Bureau and by the Internal Revenue
Service, and State Unemployment Insurance Agencies, which are the
principal sources of data for GPO; total compensation used by OBE
differs from the Census sources; value added is derived by the Census
Census value of production as computed by OBE differs slightly.
For further explanation and procedures which vary with the method of in-
ventory valuations (FIFO or LIFO), see National Income, 1954 edition, sup-
plement to the Survey of Current Business, pp. 44—45 and 135—138.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 231
Bureau from reported values of shipments, inventories and cost of
materials, supplies, and energy consumed, while OBE derives this total
by adding the factor and nonfactor charges, which involves estimating
from companies' total profits and capital consumption allowances for
all establishments classified in an industry; since 1954, the procedure
for calculating Census value added has been changed and there is
undercoverage in the 1947 and 1949—64 Census data as well as
sampling errors for some years.
Statistical Framework for Analysis
Disparities between the OBE and FRB measures of manufacturing
output stem from differences in weighting patterns, in the data and
methods used to measure output for the component manufacturing
series, and in the definitions of output. The OBE series is a measure
of the manufacturing industries' contributions to total GNP. A current-
dollar series, representing at market prices the increase in value resulting
from the industry's activity, is deflated so that this total (real product)
may be expressed in base-year prices. The FRB indexes are based on
detailed quantity (pounds or number produced) or proxy (man-hours
or materials consumed) measures of the total output, which are
aggregated to industry and group levels by using as weights Census
value added for a base period.
The statistical framework for analyzing the relationship between
the OBE and FRB indexes is shown in Table 1. The 1964 FRB
indexes as published, but on a 1958 rather than 1957—59 base, are
shown in column 1. These indexes reweighted by 1958 GPO and by
1958 Census value of production appear respectively in columns 2
and 3. The next four columns contain indexes based on a constant-
dollar (1958) series for Census measures showing total output, material
inputs, net output, and net output including the appropriate federal ex-
cise taxes for which the manufacturer has legal responsibility. The GPO
indexes appear in column 8. These statistics provide the necessary in-
formation so that among other comparisons, the following become evi-
dent:
1. The difference between the published FRB and OBE indexes,
when disparities due to base periods are removed (column 1 minus


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 233
2. The difference when the underlying FRB output series are com-
bined with Census gross rather than with net value weights (colunm
I minus column 3 or column 10).
3. The difference between total real output when measured by
quantity (colunm 3) and by deflation (column 4), which appears in
column 11.
4. The difference between deflated total (column 4) and net output
(column 6) which is shown in column 12.
5. The difference in real net output resulting from the exclusion
or inclusion of excise taxes in the calculation of this measure. Column
13 is derived by subtracting column 7 from column 6.
6. The difference (column 14) between Census value added with
tax (column 7) and OBE net value-added series (column 8).
While in principle the differences between the measures compared
are conceptual, a portion of the disparities may actually be due to
data inconsistencies. For example, comparisons between columns 3
and 4 imply that the same outputs are reflected by both the FRB
quantity series and data derived from Census shipments and changes
in inventories of finished goods and goods in process. For some
industries, such as foods, the coverage of the FRB and Census total-
output series differs markedly and for years prior to 1958 Census data
were adjusted to reflect SIC changes. Limitations of the various series
are described in Appendix C, which also contains a more detailed
description of the indexes shown in columns 1 through 8 of Table 1
and of similar tables shown in this article. The procedures, weights,
and data sources used to construct the FRB and OBE indexes are
briefly discussed in Appendix A. The GPO current-dollar totals and
their components as well as the GPO constant-( 1958) dollar totals
by industry (1947—64) are shown in Appendix B. Lastly, the implicit
price deflators for total output, cost of materials, value added, and
GPO, by industry are listed in Appendix D.
Conclusions
The OBE and FRB indexes may be compared from many viewpoints.
Although the magnitudes of the difference and an industry's contribu-
tion to the spread between the two indexes may vary when trends,
year-to-year changes, or other stated periods are compared, the under-234 Basic Industry Product Estimates
lying causes for disparities between the two series may be illustrated
by a comparison of the 1964 OBE and FRB indexes—the most recent
year for which the data are available.
If both the FRB and OBE indexes had the same (GPO) weights,
then the 2.4 points excess of the 1964 FRB index over the OBE
figure for total manufacturing would have been increased to 2.7 points.
This small change arises from a relatively larger decrease in re-
weighted FRB indexes for nondurables, which is offset by an increase
in the FRB reweighted indexes for durables. Weighting patterns account
for 1.2 points of the 5.0 points spread between the OBE and published
FRB series for the nondurables. For the durable goods industries,
weighting differences increase the FRB and OBE gap from 0.9 to 1.9
points. Weighting the 1964 FRB relatives by 1958 Census value of pro-
duction also results in reducing the point spread for nondurables and
increasing the gaps for durables.
The influence of the weights stems principally from the inclusion of
excise taxes in the GPO weights and their exclusion from the Census
value-added weights used by FRB. For total manufacturing, weights
reduced the point spreads because the tax incidence is associated with
industries whose 1964 output increased less rapidly since 1958 than
the average. This applies particularly to the nondurables, where the
influence of these taxes almost halved the spread due to other weighting
differences.
The FRB indexes reweighted by 1958 Census value of production
exceeds the deflated Census value of production series by 4.7 points
for total manufacturing. The spread however is2.5 points for the
nondurables and 7.0 points for the durables. The point difference due
to measuring total output by quantity or man-hour series rather than
by deflation is 4 points or more for four of ten nondurable industries
accounting for 18.4 per cent of the 1964 all manufacturing total
(based on deflated Census value of production). For durables, the
corresponding figures are ten of the eleven industries, which account
for 46.6 per cent of the 1964 manufacturing total. The point differences
at the aggregate levels—total durable and nondurable manufacturing
industries—are reduced because of offsetting movements. The FRE
total-output weighted indexes are higher than the deflated Census value
of production figures by 4 points or more for ten industries (54.1 per
cent of total manufacturing) and lower by 4 points or more for four
industries (14.7 per cent of the 1964 manufacturing total).Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 235
TABLE 2
Frequency Distribution of 1964 Point Differences Resulting




Percentage of Total Manufacturing
(1957—59 =100)
Quantities Man-Hours
Less than —12.1 1 2.1 5.3
—8.1 to —12.0 2 2.8 2.5
—4.1 to —8.0 1 1.6 0.4
—0.1 to —4.0 2 3.2 0.0
0to3.9 5 16.8 11.2
4.0 to7.9 3 9.1 4.2
•8.0 to11.9 1 3.7 5.0
12.0 and more 6 5.7 26.4
Total 21 45.0 55.0
About 55 per cent of the 1964 FRB index is based on a man-hour
or employment series adjusted for estimated changes in productivity
and the remainder by a physical quantity series(Table 2). For
durables, where the larger gap between the two measures of total
output occurs, about 70 per cent of the output is measured by man-hour
series in contrast to about 37 per cent for the nondurables.1° However,
the largest positive difference in the 1964 FRB reweighted index and
deflated Census value of production occurred for the furniture and
fixtures industry where FRB measures the entire output by a man-hour
series and the largest negative difference occurred in electrical machin-
ery where 77.8 per cent, based on 1957—59 proportions, are based
on man-hours adjusted for productivity. As shown in Table 2, those
industries which FRB measures primarily on quantity data generally show
less disparity with deflated Census value of production in 1964 than
those whose total output is measured by a man-hour series.
As previously indicated, the difference between the published FRB
and OBE indexes is 2.7 points if only movements between the two
indexes are considered. The 2.7 points difference when distributed by
10See AppendixA for weights and types of series used by FRB.236 Basic Industry Product Estimates
categories which show changes between the Census measures of total
(VP) and net (VA) output is as follows:
As indicated in Table 3, the following may be concluded:
(1) Of the 2.7 points discrepancy due to movements between the
FRB and OBE series for total manufacturing, 3.9 points are contributed
by industries whose 1964 Census total-output index (1958100)
exceeded net output. Based on 1957—59 proportions, these industries
accounted for 44.4 per cent of total manufacturing.
(2) Offsetting the increase for the above series by 1.4 points are
the contributions from twelve industries which fall into the category
of larger 1958—64 increases in value added than in value of production.
TABLE 3
Frequency Distribution of 1964 Point Differences Between
FRB and ODE Indexes, Classified by Movements of







VP =VA 2 2.0 2.4 0.2
OBE higher than FRB 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FRBhigherthanOBE 2 2.0 2.4 0.2
VA higher than VP 12 20.5 30.7 —1.4
OBE higher than FRB 6 14.3 8.1 —3.7
FRB higher than OBE 6 6.2 22.6 2.3
VA smaller than VP 7 22.5 21.9 3.9
OBE higher than FRB 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FRB higher than OBE 7 22.5 21.9 3.9
Totals 21 45.0 55.0 2.7
Note: VP =Valueof production; VA =Valueadded. For other
abbreviations see note at the beginning of Appendix C.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 237
For six industries, which account for about 22 per cent of total
manufacturing, the OBE indexes are higher; for six industries, con-
tributing about 29 per cent, the FRB indexes are higher.
(3) The remaining two industries fall into the category where, since
1958, the 1964 indexes of gross and net output are identical. These
industries, accounting for 4.4 per cent of total manufacturing, contribute
only 0.2 points to the 2.7 point spread between the published FRB
and OBE indexes.
(4) The FRB use of a man-hour series rather than a quantity series
to measure output predominates only in one category, namely where
net output has increased faster than total output. Differences in 1964
levels again appear to arise almost as much from quantity measures
(pounds of plastics, number of tires, tons of steel) as from the use of
a man-hour series, when compared with the deflation procedure.
This should not suggest, however, that deflated Census value added
or GPO are necessarily correct, despite the fact that movements of
these two indexes for total manufacturing are almost identical. There
are of course, the limitations noted below with respect to deflated
outputs. In addition, the deflation of the inputs depends not only on
the validity of the price indexes but also on the weights used to
aggregate them.
Table 4 below summarizes differences between the FRB and OBE
indexes for 1964 (1958 =100)for total manufacturing, durable, and
nondurable goods industries and also isolates the differences by SIC
two-digit industries. Summary figures indicating the point spread arising
from weights and movements are shown separately. Because the industry
weights in the FRB and OBE series differ, the sums of the industry
point contributions do not equal the respective durable and nondurable
point contributions. The weight differences between the two series also
explain why the point contributions for the durables and nondurables
do not add to the total for all manufacturing industries.
For the nondurable goods industries, the 1964 gap principally arises
from the food, apparel, chemicals, and petroleum industries. For the
food and petroleum industries,the FRB indexes approximate the
indexes of Census deflated value of production and the OBE indexes
reflectthe Census deflated value-added levels.For the chemicals
industry the FRB index, which is 14.6 points higher than the OBE

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































:240 Basic Industry Product Estimates
is closer to the Census measure of total output (the gap between these
two Census measures is 5.5 points). For the apparel industry, whose
relative importance is about one-half that of the chemicals industry,
the published 1964 FRB index exceeds both Census measures as well
as the OBE index. For both the chemicals and the apparel industry,
the OBE and Census value-added series differ markedly and move in
opposite directions.
Ifsigns are ignored, the movement differences for durables are
approximately 7 points and not 1 point. About one-half of the absolute
difference of 7 points in movements within the durable groupis
accounted by the indexes for primary metals (1.6 points) and for
motor vehicles and equipment (1.8 point). For both of these industries,
the 1964 published FRB indexes approximate the movement of total
Census deflated output; and the OBE indexes, net output. About 26
per cent of the difference occurs in four industries (SIC 32, 34, 35,
39) where total and net output are approximately the same, but the
FRB series is consistently higher than the OBE indexes. For the stone,
clay, and glass products industry (SIC 32) the OBE index approximates
the Census value-added figure. The gaps between the OBE and Census
value-added series for the remaining three industries approximate the
same magnitude as between the OBE and FRB series. About 16 per
cent of the difference for durables occurs in the lumber and electrical
machinery industries where Census net exceeds total output and the
OBE series are higher than the FRB indexes. The 1964 OBE and
Census value-added indexes reflect about the same change from 1958
for the lumber industry, but the electrical machinery figure for Census
value added is considerably higher than for the OBE series. Lastly,
about 9 per cent of the gap is accounted for by two industries where
the FRB exceeds OBE. For the furniture industry Census deflated net
output is less than total output, and for instruments the converse is
true.
Comparison Between the OBE and Published FRB Series
The broad pattern of manufacturing output as reflected by the two
measures has been similar during the postwar period (Chart 1). As
summarized in the table below (Table 5), both series exhibit a sharp
rate of increase from 1948 to 1953, a slower rate of gain until 1960,
and a large percentage gain since 1960.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 241
CHART 1
All Manufacturing Industries: OBE and FRB Indexes of Real Output,
1947—64
Despite these similarities, a larger growth rate is reflected by the
FRI3 than by the OBE series. For 1948—64, the average annual growth
for manufacturing is 3.8 per cent according to GPO, and 4.2 per cent
based on the FRB index. Approximately the same differences in trends
between the two series are indicated for the ten-year period, 1948—57,
and for the eight-year period since 1957. Comparing the peak-to-peak
years of successive business cycles, the growth rates as measured by
OBE indexes are less than those indicated by the FRB for all periods,
except for the incomplete cycle period 19 60—64.
The indexes for the durable and nondurable goods industries also
show similar patterns but with some recent exceptions. During 1948—64,
Index (1958=100)
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TABLE 5
Average Annual Percentage Change for Manufacturing Output for
S elected Periods, OBE and FRB Indexes
Durable Nondurable
Goods Goods
Year and Series Total Industries Industries
1948—1964
OBE 3.8 4.0 3.5
FRB 4.2 4.4 4.1
1948—1957
OBE 3.8 4.2 3.2
FRB 4.3 5.0 3.7
1957—1964
OBE 3.7 3.6 3.8
FRB 4.0 3.6 4.6
1948—1953
OBE 6.0 7.7 3.7
FRB 6.1 8.3 3.8
1953—1957
OBE 1.1 0.1 2.7
FRB 2.1 1.0 3.7
1957—1960
OBE 1.5 0.6 2.9
FRB 2.6 1.4 4.2
19 60—. 19 64
OBE 5.4 6.0 4.5
FRB 5.2 5.3 4.9
Note: Figures show the average annual compounded rate of change
between the initial and terminal years of each period.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 243
CHART 2
Durable Goods Industries: OBE and FRB Indexes of Real Output,
1947—64
Index(1958 =100)
the average annual change for durable goods is 4.4 per cent according
to the FRB indexes and 4.0 per cent for the OBE series. The rates
for both goods series, however, are the same for the period
since 1957 because of the sharper acceleration in the GPO series since
1960 (Chart 2). The 1960—64 rate for the OBE series is 6.0 per cent
compared with 5.3 per cent for the FRB index.
For the nondurable goods industries, the OBE indexes always indicate
a smaller growth than do the FRB series throughout 1948—64 and its
subperiods (Chart 3). A partial explanation is the inclusion of excise244 Basic Industry Product Estimates
CHART 3
Nondurable Goods Industries: OBE and FRB Indexes of Real Output,
1947—64
taxes in the OBE series, which gives added weight to the slower moving
components of the nondurable group. (See discussion below.)
The difference in growth rates between the FRB and OBE indexes
for durables is smaller than for the nondurables goods because
the trend differences for industries within the former group are largely
offsetting, but are not for the nondurables. Significantly higher growth
rates occur in the FRB measures for the primary metals, and trans-
portation equipment and ordnance, except motor vehicles industries,
which in both the FRB and OBE series account for about 29 per cent
of the total for the durable goods industries (Table 6). However, these
Index (1958= 100)
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TABLE 6
Average Annual Percentage Change by Manufacturing industries







Total manufacturing 3.84.2 3.84.3 3.74.0
Nondurable goods 3.54.1 3.23.7 3.84.6
Food and kindred products2.52.6 2.72.2 2.13.2
Tobaccomanufactures 2.7 2.3 2.0 1.4 3.4 3.6
Textile mill products 1.71.9 0.20.7 3.63.5
Appareland other
fabricated textile products2.6 3.5 2.0 2.5 3.4 4.8
Paper and allied products 4.5 4.7 4.3 4.6 4.7 4.8
Printing,publishing, and
alliedindustries 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.4 2.8 3.2
Chemicalsand allied
products 6.98.2 7..78.6 5.97.8
Petroleum refining and
related industries 4.43.7 3.74.2 5.33.0
Rubber and miscellaneous
plastic products 4.36.5 2.86.1 6.37.0
Leather and leather products —0.30.9 —1.31.3 0.90.5
Durablegoods 4.04.4 4.25.0 3.63.6
Lumber and wood products,
except furniture 1.81.3 0.20.5 3.82.3
Furnitureand fixtures 2.5 4.6 2.6 3.6 2.3 5.8
Stone, clay, and glass
products 3.33.6 3.03.6 3.73.6
Primary metal industries 1.2 2.0 2.0 1.9 0.2 2.0
Fabricated metal products 3.6 3.4 3.8 3.1 33 3.9
Machinery, except electrical3.2 3.7 2.6 3.4 3.9 4.2
Electricalmachinery 6.96.3 6.87.4 6.94.8
Transportation equipment
and ordnance, except
motor vehicles 7.910.312.517.3 2.21.9
Motor vehicles and motor
vehicleequipment 5.3 4.4 5.04.1 5.74.8
Instruments 5.85.8 6.86.6 4.64.8
Miscellaneous manufacturing
industries 2.2 2.9 2.0 1.7 2.4 4.4
Note: Figures show average annual compounded rate of change
between the initial and terminal years of each period.246 Basic industry Product Estimates
TABLE 7
Frequency Distribution of Number of Manufacturing Industries
by Size of Average Annual Rate of Change, 1948—64
Number of Industries
OBE FRB








6 or higher 4
are offset by higher growth rates in the OBE series for the electrical
machinery, motor vehicles and equipment, and lumber industries which,
in aggregate, account for about 27 per cent of the group total for both
the FRB and OBE series. For the nondurable goods industries the
1948—64 growth rates as measured by the FRB indexes are higher for
almost all of the industries within this group.
A frequency distribution of the number of manufacturing industries
by size of the 1948—64 annual average rates of change is shown in
Table 7. The OBE series contains one industry with a negative rate
of change and the FRB has none. The industry is leather and leather
products, which has a rate of —0.3 per cent in the OBE series and
0.9 per cent in the FRB series. The OBE real product indexes show
that only three industries have a growth rate of 6 per cent or more.
The same three industries and also the rubber and miscellaneous plastic
products industry are included in the same class interval for the FRB
series.
YEAR-TO-YEAR CHANGES
For ten of the seventeen years, the differences in the year-to-year
change in indexes between the OBE and published FRB series for total
manufacturing is less than 1point, and differences of 1.5 or moreComparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 247
TABLE 8
Frequency Distribution of Number of Years: Point Differences











Under 0.5 5 5 4
0.5—0.9 5 1 5
1.0—1.4 3 1 2
1.5—1.9 1 5 4
2.0—2.4 2 3 2
Over2.5 1 2 0
Total 17 17 17
between the indexes occur only for four periods—1950—51, 1951—52,
1955—56, 1961—62. Larger differences appear among the durables than
the nondurables. The number of years for which the indexes differ
by 1.5 points or more is ten for durable and six for the nondurables.
The 1951 OBE index for total manufacturing is 10.2 per cent higher
and the FRB index 8.1 per cent higher than the respective 1950 figures.
For the durable goods industries the percentage changes are 13.7
per cent for OBE and 12.7 per cent for the FRBseries.However,
for the nondurable goods industries the 1951 OBE index is 5.6 per cent
higher and the FRB index 3.3 per cent higher than the respective 1950
figures. The larger FRB-OBE gap for the nondurable industries stems
largely from diverse movements between total and net output and
between the Census value-added and OBE series. Such differences in
the annual changes are particularly significant in the tobacco, textiles,
chemicals, rubber, and leather and leather products industries, which
are also characterized by relatively large changes in the inventory
valuation adjustment.
The FRB indexes show higher annual percentage changes in 1952
compared with 1951 for both durable nondurable goods industries.
In the durable goods industries, this difference largely disappears if
GPO weights are substituted for the FRB weights in the FRB series.
In the nondurable goods industries weighting is less important, and248 Basic Industry Product Estimates
the differences stem primarily from the diverse annual movements
occurring in the apparel, paper, chemicals, and rubber industries.
The difference in the FRB-OBE percentage change from 1955 to
1956 for total manufacturing is largely due to the diverse movements
for the durable goods industries. The FRB index for this group increased
2.1 per cent and the OBE index declined 1.6 per cent. This difference
is caused primarily by the larger decline in the indexes for the motor
vehicle and equipment industry (SIC 371) as measured by the OBE
indexes than by the FRB indexes. The relatively large differences in
the year-to-year movements in the indexes for total manufacturing
from 1961 to 1962 again stem from the relative size of the changes
in the OBE and FRB indexes for Industry 371.
Differences due to weighting for year-to-year changes are more
significant in the earlier than the more recent years of the period
reviewed. Generally, from 1947 through 1952 reweighting the FRB
series by GPO weights brings the annual changes for this series closer
to those reflected by the OBE series (Tables 9—11). With some excep-
tions, this is not true for the years since 1957.
While a portion of the dissimilarities in year-to-year movements be-
tween the FRB and OBE indexes arises from the diverse movements
between gross and net output, these differences are relatively small for
total durable and nondurable manufacturing industries. In addition,
only a small amount of the differences for these groups is explained
by the disparities in year-to-year changes between the current-dollar
series for Census value added and gross product originating. Differences
due to these factors for individual industries, however, are large; and
are discussed below for selected industries.
DIFFERENCES DUE TO WEIGHTS
The effect of weighting differences on the growth rates for the 1948—
64 period and for the two major subperiods is summarized below. The
comparisons include a measure of the differences which result when
the FRB indexes are weighted by 1958 GPO weights as well as when
these indexes are recalculated with total-output rather than net-output
weights.
Only a small portion of the FRB-OBE differences in the 1948—64









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.252 Basicindustry Product Estimates
TABLE 12
Point Differences in Trends Between Published and Reweighted
FRB and OBE Indexes
Durable Nondurable
. Goods Goods
Year and Series TotalIndustries Industries
1948—64
Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.4 0.4 0.6
FRB rewtd. GPO minus OBE 0.3 0.2 0.4
FRB rewtd. VP minus OBE 0.1 0.2 0.2
Pub. minus FRB rewtd. GPO 0.1 0.2 0.2
Pub. minus FRB rewtd. VP 0.3 0.2 0.4
1948—57
Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.5 0.8 0.5
FRB rewtd. GPO minus OBE 0.3 0.4 0.2
FRB rewtd. VP minus OBE 0.2 0.3 0.1
Pub. minus FRB rewtd. GPO 0.2 0.4 0.3
Pub.minusFRB rewtd. VP 0.3 0.5 0.4
1957—64
Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.3 0.0 0.8
FRB rewtd. GPO minus OBE 0.3 0.1 0.7
FRB rewtd. VP minus OBE 0.2 0.1 0.4
Pub.minusFRB rewtd. GPO 0.0 0.1 0.1
Pub. minus FRB rewtd. VP 0.1 0.1 0.4
Note: VPvalue of production. For other abbreviations see note
at the beginning of Appendix C.
weights.11 However, when the FRB indexes are reweighted by the 1958
Census value of production the spread in the growth rates for 1948—64
and for the two subperiods is sizeably reduced. For 1948—64, the dif-
ference in growth rates between the OBE series and the FRB indexes
11However,if 1947 is used as the initial year, the trend differences between
the OBE and the FRB series reweighted by 1958 GPO weights are halved for the
period, as a whole, and the gap between the 1947—57 growth rates for the two
series is substantially reduced.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 253
reweighted by value of production is only 0.1 point rather than 0.4
points because of the closer relationship in trends for the nondurable
goods industries.
In contrast with the impact on the total indexes, differences due to
weighting in the 1948—64 trends are more important for the durables
than for the nondurable goods industries. For this period when the FRB
indexes are reweighted by the 1958 GPO, the differences for the
durables are halved; for the nondurables, these are reduced by one-third.
On the other hand, the influence of total-output weights is more pro-
nounced on the spreads for the nondurables.
DIFFERENCES IN REAL TOTAL OUTPUT AS MEASURED
BY QUANTITY OR BY DEFLATION
As previously indicated and described in detail in Appendix A, the
measures that the FRB uses to estimate output are based on a count
of quantities produced, or proxies of such counts. In recent years the
principal proxy has been man-hours adjusted for changes in produc-
tivity. In the OBE series the derivation of total output is by deflation.
To measure differences between the two methods, the detailed FRB
indexes used for manufacturing were weighted by appropriate 1958
Census production data and recalculated for 1947—64. Trends for
1947—64 (there are no 1948 Census data) based on these reweighted
FRB series and corresponding Census measures appear in Table 13
below.
For 1947—64, the trends for the reweighted FRB series are higher
than for the deflated Census value of production data for total manu-
facturing and for the subgroups. The point differences in the 1947—64
trends between the reweighted FRB and Census value of total produc-
tion indexes for total manufacturing is 0.4 points. Differences in output
for the durables are 0.6, and 0.2 points for the nondurables.
The 1947—64 trends for fourteen of the twenty-one manufacturing
industries also show that the reweighted FRB series grows faster than
the deflated Census VP series. Of the remaining seven industries, the
deflated Census series grows faster for five, and the trends are identical
for two industries.
For 1957—64, the growth of the FRB series is substantially larger
(2.0 points or more) in apparel, furniture, and transportation equipment








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1256 Basic Industry Product Estimates
trical machinery. For all of these industries, except apparel, the FRB
measures the quantity of output entirely or principally by the proxy,
man-hours adjusted for productivity. For the eight industries where
the 1957—64 trend differences are small (0.5 points or less) three are
measured only by quantity measures and one only by man-hours. Of
the remaining four industries, about 75 per cent of the output for the
leather and rubber industries; 57 per cent for foods; and about 30
per cent of the output for the printing and publishing, and stone, clay,
and glass products industries are measured by quantity measures.
013E,FRB,and Census Measures of Net Output
In the discussion above, the FRB indexes reweighted by 1958 Census
production data and corresponding deflated Census totals were com-
pared to determine differencesintotal output when measured by
quantity or by deflation. In this section the OBE and published FRB
indexes are compared with Census measures of net output. When the
OBE series are compared with Census value added, the latter have been
adjusted to include federal excise taxes. Thus these two seriesare
comparable.
The relationship between the OBE and Census data reflects differ-
ences or similarities in the underlying measures of net output in current
dollars. The FRB-Census differences reflect the patterns of change in
the underlying real-total-output measures as discussed above.
Differences in growth rates between Census value of production
(VP) and value added (VA) for total manufacturing, durables, and
nondurables are relatively small for 1947—64 and 1947—57. For the
1957—64 period the trend differences are relatively large for the durable
goods industries, and this difference is also reflected in the figures for
total manufacturing (Table 14).
From 1947 to 1957 both the OBE and FRB measures of output
show larger increases than the Census value-added series. However, the
gap between the FRB and Census is substantially larger for total man-
ufacturing and for the durable goods industries than the OBE-Census
growth rate differences. Since 1957, the OBE and Census value-added
series have shown about the same rate of gain. On the other hand, the
FRB growth rate for nondurables is considerably larger than the Census
value-added rate.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 257
TABLE 14
Comparison of Trends in Real Product as Measured by FRB, ORE,
and Census Measures for Selected Periods
(point differences between compounded
annual average rates of change)








Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.4 0.4 0.6
Census VP minus VA —0.2 -0.1 -0.1
OBE minus Census VA,plustax 0.2 0.3 0.0
Pub. FRB minus CensusVA 0.5 0.7 0.5
1947—57
Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.4 0.6 0.3
Census VP minus VA —0.0 0.1 —0.2
OBE minus Census VA,plustax 0.4 0.5 0.2
Pub. FRB minus CensusVA 0.7 1.1 0.3
1957—64
Pub. FRB minus OBE 0.3 0.0 0.8
Census VP minus VA —0.3 —0.5 —0.2
OBE minus Census VA,plustax 0.0 0.0 —0.1
Pub. FRB minus CensusVA 0.3 0.0 0.6
Note: VPvalue of production; VA =valueadded. For other
abbreviations see beginning of Appendix C.
COMPARISONS BY TWO-DIGIT INDUSTRIES, 1957—64
While the 1957—64 OBE and Census VA growth rates for total
manufacturing and the durable goods industries are identical, this rela-
tionship does not hold for any two-digit industry. On the other hand,
the 1957—64 trends based on the FRB and on the Census value-added
indexes are identical for three industries.
As shown in Table 15, point differences in the 1957—64 trends for
thirteen of the twenty-one industries are smaller when the OBE and258 Basic industry Product Estimates
Census value-added series are compared than for the FRB and Census
value-added series. The largest disparity occurs for the petroleum refin-
ing industry, which has a 3.0 per cent growth rate for 1957—64 according
to the FRB indexes and a 7.7 per cent rate based on Census deflated
value added. The largest gap between the OBE and Census value-
added measures occurs for the instrument industry, which has a 2.5
point higher growth rate according to the Census measure. More rapid
growth is shown for only eight industries (SIC 22, 24, 29, 31, 32, 36,
371, and (37 + 19 —371))by the OBE measures, when compared
with the FRB series. For five of these industries, the 1957—64 average
annual rate of change for the Census value-added series is higher than
for the corresponding Census value-of-production series; for one in-
dustry, Census net and gross output trends are identical; and for two
industries, Census total output is higher than value added.
Comparison by industry
In this section, the principal reasons for differences in the OBE and
FRB measures of output for two-digit (SIC) manufacturing industries
are summarized. While data for all two-digit SIC industries are shown
(see Appendix C), only selected industries are discussed below.'2 These
industries illustrate more specifically the principal conditions causing
variations between the FRB and OBE series in trends or year-to-year
movements.
Disparities in the FRB and OBE trends for some industries and for
some periods are related primarily to different movements in total and
net output as reflected by the Census measures. Changes in the ratio
of value added per unit of output have occurred because the composi-
tion of the products produced by an industry over time has changed
and the FRB series selected to measure the industry output did not
reflect this change. This isillustrated by the varying proportions of
metal to wooden furniture produced by the household furniture in-
dustry (SIC 251), which is described below. Significant changes in
product composition even within product groupings(radios, TV's,
freezers, communications equipment, etc.) for the electrical machinery
12Discussionsforalltwo-digit SIC manufacturing industries areavailable
upon request to the Office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of Com-













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 261
industry (SIC 36) have also occurred, which apparently are not fully
reflected by the FRB methodology. Changes in technology have also
caused shifts in the unit cost of materials. For example, the value added
per unit of output for the blast furnace and steel mills industry (SIC
331) has declined because the ores shipped from the mines in more
recent years are of a higher grade than those previously shipped. Re-
finery gases, which are a source of petrochemicals, represent an in-
creasing contribution to the output for the petroleum refinery industry
(SIC 291), but have no explicit representation in the FRB indexes.
Value added per unit of output in the dairy industry (SIC 202), which
has been reduced by a shift from home to store and institutional de-
liveries, is not reflected by the total quantities of milk produced. Rep-
resentation of tobacco stemming and drying, which accounts for a vary-
ing unit value added for the tobacco industry (SIC 21), by measures of
the quantities of chewing and smoking tobacco produced contributed
to differences between the OBE and FRB measures for this industry.
Differences in the measure of net output also reflect differences in
total output which arise because FRB has measured output based on
counts of quantities produced or proxies (principally man-hours) of
such counts and the OBE has derived such output by deflation. For
example, the 1947—64 average annual rates for the FRB indexes re-
weighted by 1958 value of production grow faster than the deflated
Census value of production series for fourteen of the twenty-one
manufacturing industries (See Table 13). Large differences (1.0 point
or more) occur in the furniture, chemicals, rubber and plastics, fabri-
cated metal products, and transportation equipment and ordnance, ex-
cept motor vehicles, industries. Since 1957, almost 100 per cent of
the total output for all of these industries, except chemicals, and rubber
and plastics, was determined by a man-hour series adjusted for changes
in productivity. Differences in output also arise for specified time
periods in the apparel and shoe industries when output determined by
number of garments cut or shoes produced is compared with deflated
value of production.
The use of different data sources to determine output trends also
contributes to varying movements. As shown below, the 1958—64 FRB
movements for meat products (SIC 201) and dairy products (SIC 202)
differ markedly from those of deflated value of production partially
because the FRB measures are based on agricultural data whose cov-
erage includes establishments not classified as manufacturing plants.262 Basic Industry Product Estimates
Differences in trends between the OBE and FRBseriesalso are
caused by the inclusion of taxes in the OBE series and their omission
from the FRB measures. For example, the higher OBE growth rate
compared with the FRB rate for tobacco manufactures (SIC 21) is
partially due to this factor. Reweighting the FRB index by 1958 GPO
weights also results in a greater similarity in the 1947—64 trends for
rubber and plastics products (SIC 30) and transportation equipment
and ordnance, except motor vehicles (SIC 37 + 19 —371)industries.
Differences between the published FRB and OBIE series in the year-
to-year movements is also frequently related to varying movements for
total and net output. This is particularly true for the years immediately
after World War II and during the Korean conflict. In addition, for
some industries, the discrepancies between the OBE and FRB series
for years prior to 1952 arise because the weights used for the OBE
series reflect 1958 price relationships for the 1947—64 period, while
the currently published FRB indexes are combined with weights that em-
body 1957 price relationships for post-1952 data and 1947 price rela-
tionships for the years 1947—52. This relationship partially accounts
for the pre-1957 variations in movements for the paper and allied prod-
ucts industry and transportation equipment and ordnance, except motor
vehicles industries. Reweighting the FRB indexes reduces differences be-
tween year-to-year changes for the FRB and OBE series for some years
for the same industries.
The direction or amplitude of change for the OBE series for some
industries differs from the FRB or Census measures because the cur-
rent-dollar totals for only the former series are adjusted for inventory
valuation. These differences appear during years when large price
movements occur, such as during 1949—51. For example, the year-to-
year changes between the OBE and Census measures of value added
would be similar for the apparel industry, particularly for 1949—5 3
and 1960—61, if the comparisons were based on GPO figures before
adjustment for inventory valuation. The movements between Census
value added and OBE indexes would also be more similar for the to-
bacco, furniture, rubber and leather industries, if the OBE series were
adjusted to make them comparable in concept with the other measures.
Differences in classification of industries or activities also account for
annual variations. For example, during the Korean conflict substantial
amounts of war goods were produced as secondary products in theComparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 263
machinery, fabricated metal,transportation equipment, and instru-
ments industries. The Federal Reserve in its 1959 revision added "rep-
resentation for these products to the private ordnance plant series rather
than to the appropriate two-digit groups with the result that the former
series is overstated and the latter industries understated in the year 1951,
1952, and possibly 1953."
The sources from which the Census Bureau and the OBE derive their
data also contribute to differences among the several measures. Such
variations in coverage and classification of establishments are notice-
able in the lumber and apparel industries particularly for the pre-1954
period when the Census data were subject to high sampling errors, and
the OBE data include estimates of establishment profits based on the
1958 Census-IRS link project. Significant differences in OBE and
Census payroll figures have also occurred since 1958 for instruments,
fabricated metal products, leather, and lumber industries. Variations in
the movements between the Census value added and OBE indexes have
also caused differences between the FRB and OBE series.
Each of the industries which are discussed below have been selected
because they contain examples of the major causes of differences be-
tween the OBE and FRB series. The discussion of the printing industry
(SIC 27) is included for contrast since it illustrates how the OBE and
FRB movements for some industries are similar despite differences in
methodology and data sources.
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS (sic 20)
The OBE and published FRB series show approximately the same
1948—64 annual rates of growth for the food, beverage, and kindred
products industries.14 The figures are 2.5 per cent and 2.6 per cent
respectively. The annual average rates of change for both series, how-
ever, differ substantially for the periods prior to and subsequent to
1957 and are principally explained by varying movements between
net and total output. For 1948—57, the average annual rate for the
13Letterof May 18, 1966, from Clayton Gehman.
The relative importance of this industry expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total is as follows:
1947 1958 1964
OBE 12.4 12.1 10.1
FRB (as pub.) 13.4 11.9 10.1264 Basic Industry Product Estimates
OBE series is 2.7 per cent, and for the FRB series, 2.2 per cent.'5
Since 1957, the rates are 2.1 and 3.2 per cent respectively for the OBE
and the FRB series (Appendix C). Reweighting the FRB series by
either 1958 GPO or by 1958 Census value of production affects the
1948—57 growth rates. The trend for the FRB indexes is 0.2 points
lower when weighted by GPO weights, and 0.2 points higher, when
weighted by gross weights, than the rates for the published series. The
1957—64 trends for the reweighted and published FRB series are ap-
proximately the same.
The deflated 1947—57 Census data for the food and kindred prod-
uctsindustry show a slightly declining ratio of quantity of materials
and energy consumed to the amount of goods produced, but a more
rapidly rising ratio since 1957. Thus, the Census measures of net out-
put increased less rapidly since 1957 compared with 1947—57, and
the converse applies to the annual rates of change for total The
OBE indexes of real product reflect the Census net-output pattern, and
the trend of the FRB indexes follows that of the Census value-of-pro-
duction series, which shows 1957—64 as a period of more rapid increase
compared with 1947—57.
The FRB-OBE differences in year-to-year changes for some years
are also due to diverse movements between total and net output. For
example, larger changes in quantity of value added than in total output
occurred between 1949—50, 1952—53, 1956—57, and even in the di-
rection of the change as for 1957—58 or 1960—61 (see Appendix
Table C-2). Differences in weighting also result in disparities in the
year-to-year movements, particularly for 1947—52, between the OBE
and FRB indexes.
Another cause for trend and year-to-year disparities between the
OBE and FRB series is the derivation of output by deflation versus
quantity measures. Many of the twenty-three series used by FRB to
15 If the terminal year of 1957 is not used, then the percentage changes from
1948 to 1956 or to 1958 for both indexes are approximately the same.
16 Adjusted for SIC changes. The adjustments in the Census and OBE data
and in the Annual Survey of Manufacturers data for the fluid milk industry, the
fats and oils industries, and other SIC changes are relatively large in the early
years of this subperiod.
17 The 1957—64 higher growth rates for value of production compared with
value added are largely due to higher than average increases in output by in-
dustries characterized by low unit value added such as SIC 201—meat products
or SIC 2092—soybean oil mills.V
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measure output for this industry are quantity series based on informa-
tion compiled by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. These product
data are not necessarily representative of the Census shipment data be-
cause the food producing establishments may not be classified as a manu-
facturing uflit.18 Variations resulting from the sources as well as from
the measures employed may be illustrated by the 1958—63 percentage
changes for selected food industries as indicated by the FRB series, the





201 Meat products a 22.3 15.5 24.1
202 Dairy products a 9.8 14.4 1.7
203 Canned and frozen foods b 36.8 d 28.8
205 Bakery products b 16.0 6.4 3.5
206 Sugar a 13.0 18.6 16.4
207 Candy and related products C 18.4 20.7 9.1
a FRB indexes based on quantity data compiled by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
b FRB indexes based on man-hours adjusted for productivity changes.
c FRB indexes based on quantity data compiled by Census Bureau.
d Not shown because comparable quantity data were not obtained for a sig-
nificant portion of these products. (1963 Census of Manufactures, Vol. 2, 20C
[preliminary version].)
The percentage changes from 1958 shown in the FRB series for bakery
products (SIC 205) and for canned and frozen foods (SIC 203),
which are based on man-hours, are higher than for the Census bench-
mark series or deflated shipments. When the FRB indexes are based
on U.S. Department of Agriculture data they are higher than the Census
bench-mark figures for meat products (SIC 201) and lower for dairy
products (SIC 202) and sugar (SIC 206). When the FRB is based
on Census data, such as for SIC 207, the percentage changes for this
series and the Census bench-mark series are approximately the same.
In addition to differences in coverage, represented by varying series,
outputs derived from a quantity series and by deflation may differ be-
cause of differences in product mix. This is illustrated by the figures
for the dairy products industry (SIC 202). More than 60 per cent of
18Formeat products see 1958 Census of Manufactures, p. 20A-2; for dairy
products, p. 20B-3; for grain mill products, p. 20C-1.266 Basic Industry Product Estimates
the shipment values for industry 202 arise from the fluid milk industry
(2026), and its principal product class, packaged milk and related
products (20262). The 1963 product class figure in current dollars is
4.8 per cent higher than the 1958 total, but 7.6 per cent less when ex-
pressed in 1958 dollars. The Census production indexes, principally
based on quantity of products shipped, show that 1963 output is 8.1
per cent higher than for 1958, and that unit values declined by 2.8
per cent. In contrast, the BLS price composite for this product class
shows an increase of 13.4 per cent since 1958. The price decline in
average unit prices resulting from measuring changes in output by
quantities for relatively broad categories does not reflect shifts in quanti-
ties between home and retail store deliveries, nor in shifts from quarts
to half-gallon packages, or for all other "quality" changes. Some of
these changes are measured by specification prices.
Variations in the amplitude of change between the Census value
added plus excise taxes and the OBE series are caused by differences
in the current-dollar totals for the respective series. In part, these dis-
parities are generally explained by the IVA adjustments to the GPO
totals. For example, the 1955 figure for IVA raised the GPO total for
that year, while the 1956 and 1957 figures were lowered by IVA
(Appendix B). The change from 1955 to 1956 in the real product in-
dex is 4.2 per cent, but would be 6.7 per cent if there were no IVA
adjustment. These figures compare with the 8.0 per cent increase for
deflated Census value added plus excise tax. For the other periods in-
dicated, the differences between the OBE and Census value added plus
excise taxes series would also have been reduced.
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES (sic 25)
The 1948—64 average annual rate of increase of this major group '9
whenmeasured by the FRB index is almost twice (4.6 per cent) the
figure based on the OBE series (2.5 per cent). The rates also differ
markedly for the subperiods 1948—57 and 1957—64. For the former
period, the trends are 2.6 and 3.6 per cent respectively for the OBE
19Therelative importance of this industry, expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total, is as follows:
1947 1958 1964
OBE 1.6 1.5 1.4
FRB (As pub.) 1.8 1.8 1.9Comparison of FRB and 013E Measures of Output 267
and the FRB series. In the post-1957 period, the compound annual rate
of change for the OBE series is 2.3 per cent and 5.8 per cent for the
FRB series. The reweighted FRB indexes (1958 GPO or Census value
of production weights) do not differ significantly in trends or in year-
to-year changes from the published FRBseries.The spread between
the 1964 published or reweighted FRB indexes and the OBE index is
26 or more points (Appendix Table C-7).
The movements of the OBE series generally parallel those of Census
value added (VA). The annual rates of change in the Census VA series
since 1947 are smaller (2.6 per cent) than in the Census production
series (3.2 per cent). The 1947—64 trend toward less value added per
unit of output stems from the relative changes in the product mix.
These shifts occur between the household furniture industry (SIC 251)
and the rest of the industries included in this major group as. well as
from changes within the household furniture industry. The varying
average annual rates of change in the Census and FRB measures by in-
dustry sectors 20areindicated below:
Other Furniture
Household Furniture and Fixtures
(SIC 251) (SIC 252-9)
Census Measures 1947—57 1957—64 1947—57 1957—64
VP 3.7 2.8 2.4 3.6
CM 4.0 3.6 3.0 4.8
VA 3.3 1.9 2.0 2.7
FRB Indexes 3.4 7.0 4.1 3.3
In addition, within the household furniture group (SIC 251) there has
also been a significant shift of product mix. For example, metal house-
hold furniture shipments (2514), which have a relatively lower value
added per unit of output than "other furniture," increased relatively
more than other household furniture from 1947 to 1957 but have been
decreasing since then.2' Conceptually, the trend for FRB indexes for
20TheFRB measures output for this industry by two series; one for SIC 251,
and the other for SIC 25 2-9.
21Theratios of constant-dollar shipment values of metal household furniture
(SIC 2514) to the total for household furniture (SIC 251) for selected years
are as follows:
1947 10.2 1957 15.7
1950 13.4 1958 15.0
1954 14.6 1963 13.5
1964 13.6268 Basic Industry Product Estimates
SIC 251 and SIC 252-9 should show the same growth rates as Census
value of production (VP) for each of these sectors.
Differences between the FRB and OBE series are due not only to the
lower growth rate for net compared with total output but also to dis-
parities in measures of total output. Prior to1958, the FRB de-
termined output by deflated value data, and since then by man-hours.
While the 1947—57 rates of increase for the published and reweighted
FRB and deflated Census value of production series are thus approxi-
mately the same (3.6 per cent and 3.3 per cent, respectively), the
1957—64 growth rate of 5.8 per cent for the published FRB index is
almost twice the figure of 3.0 per cent for the deflated Census value-of-
production series.
Differences in movement between Census value added and GPO
are primarily explained by the IVA. When the IVA is excluded from
the calculations of the indexes for GPO, the year-to-year movements
of the two series are similar.
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES (sic 27)
The trends and annual movements when measured by either the FRB
orOBE series are almost identical for this industry.22 For 1948—64,
the OBE series shows a compounded annual rate of increase of 3.1
per cent while the rate for the FRB seriesis3.3 per cent. The
difference between the two series is accounted for by the post-1957
trends of 3.2 per cent for the FRB indexes and 2.8 per cent for the
OBE series, since identical 1948—57 growth rates of 3.4 per cent are
reflected by both series. The FRB indexes when reweighted by either the
1958 GPO or value of production do not differ significantly in level or
movement from the published FRB figures.
The implicit deflator for GPO is derived by double deflation from
the Census data on production and cost of materials, supplies, fuels,
and electricity. Since the Wholesale Price Index includes no representa-
tion for printing, publishing, and allied industries, special price series
were constructed. These were used to deflate Census product groupings
of subscriptions and sales of newspapers and periodicals, advertising
22 The relative importance of this industry, expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total, is as follows:
1947 1958 1964
OBE 5.0 5.0 4.3
FRB (As pub.) 5.5 5.5 4.9Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 269
receipts by medium, sales for books published by subject as well as
for job printing and allied activities. On the other hand, the FRB uses
four series to measure activity in this major group. Based on 1957—59
industry proportions, 68 per cent was based on deflated value of ship-
ments prior to 1958, and 68 per cent based on man-hours adjusted for
productivity since1958. Nevertheless, the trends and year-to-year
changes between the FRB series reweighted by 1958 Census value-of-
production and the deflated Census value-of-production series are very
similar, except for the years prior to 1952 (Appendix Table C-9).
The similarities in trends and year-to-year movements between the
OBE and FRB series also stem from the fact that the differences be-
tween total and net output are not large. Furthermore, the differences
in movements between Census value added and OBE are not large.
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES (sic 33)
For 1948—57, the OBE and FRB indexes show an almost identical
growth rate of 2 per cent. If the terminal year is extended to 1964, the
compounded annual rate of increase for this industry 23is0.2 per cent
for the OBE series compared with 2.0 per cent for the FRB. Reweight-
ing the FRB indexes by 1958 GPO or Census value of production re-
suits in a higher growth rate (2.2 per cent) for 1948—57, but no change
for 1957—64. Disparities between the FRB and OBE series largely arise
from differences when output is derived from quantity measures or by
deflation and by the differing movements between total and net output.
In measuring output for the primary metal industries the FRB em-
ploys twenty-three quantity series (see Appendix A). These represent
production and may include, as in the case of ferrous castings, the
quantities shipped to other plants of the same company as well as the
amounts produced by departments (e.g., foundries) of plants classi-
fied in industries other than SIC 33. Because the ferrous and nonferrous
industriesare composed of nonintegrated, partially integrated, and
fully integrated plants, Census shipment data include varying amounts
of duplication. The large differences in Appendix Table C-iS, column
11, for 1950—53 may partially reflect comparisons of measures relating
The relative importance of this industry expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total is as follows:
1947 1958 1964
OBE 12.8 8.8 8.2
FRB (As pub.) 11.6 8.0 8.3270 Basic Industry Product Estimates
to production and to shipments. These differences are also magnified
during these years by the independent adjustments to the Census data
by FRB and OBE to reflect Census reporting procedures and the 1953
FRB link.
The Census measures for Major Group 33 show a higher growth
rate for total compared with net output for 1947—64 as well as for the
eleven years ending in 1957 and for the eight-year period since 1957.
The 1957—64 trends for the subgroups iron and steel and the non-
ferrous industries, compared with those for the major industry group,
are as follows:
Value of Cost of Value
Production Materials Added
Industry 33 total 1.7 2.4 0.9
Iron and steel a 0.9 1.4 0.4
Nonferrous metals 3.7 4.4 2.4
aAccordingto the output measures for the steel industry (SIC 331) com-
puted by BLS, the compounded rate of change from 1957 to 1964 is 0.7 per
cent. Indexes of OutputperMan-hour, Steel Industry, 1947—65, U.S. Department
of Labor, BLS report 306, p. 9, June 1966.
The trends in the industry averages principally stem from the move-
ments in the iron and steel subgroup, which accounts for about two-
thirds 9f the industry total. Illustrative of the declining value added
per unit of output for the blast furnaces and steel mills industry has
been the shipment of higher grade ores from the Thus more
work is done at the latter establishment and less processing isre-
quired by the iron- and steel-making industry.
The effect of diverse trends for total and net output is further magni-
fied by the FRB procedure in assigning the value-added weights for
Industries 3312 and 3399. Value added for each series used in de-
termining output for this industry is estimated by subtracting the esti-
mated value of its major inputs from the estimated value of output.25
Any errors in such procedures such as in computing the selling prices
for pig iron (about 99 per cent of which is captive production) and in
costs of its raw materials may overstate its importance relative to the
more highly fabricated products of the industry.
Differences in levels between the OBE real product and deflated
24MineralsYear Book, Washington, D.C., 1962, pp. 668—669.
25Thisprocedure was used by the Census Bureau in preparing the 1954 bench-
mark indexes. For details, see 1954 Census of Manufactures, Vol. 4, Indexes of
Production, p. 32.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 271
Census value-added series for some years are relatively large. These
differences are the result of disparities between the movements of the
current-dollar series. For example, the 1963 gap between the two in-
dexes is 6 points (Appendix Table C- 15, column 14). The IVA adjust-
ment and the difference between the OBE and Census payroll totals
accounted for 3 of these 6 points. Other differences may be accounted
for by the relatively large percentage of intracompany shipments and
their evaluations. When these are between establishments in the same
industry group, the Census value-added figure is unaffected, but when
the industry classification of the. establishment receiving these goods dif-
fers or the reporting of the values is inconsistent, then differences may
arise. Also contributing to differences in movement between the Census
value-added and the OBE figure is the fact that OBE figures are par-
tially dependent upon the establishment allocation of company total for
profit and capital consumption allowances.
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (sic 34)
The 1948—64 compounded average annual rates of change for this
industry 26asmeasured by the OBE and FRBindexesare 3.4 and 3.6
per cent respectively. However, the subperiod trends differ. For 1948—
57, the growth rate for the OBE series is 3.8 per cent and 3.1 per cent
for the FRB series, while the csnverse occurs for 1957—64 when the trend
for the FRB series is 3.9 per cent and for the OBE series, 3.3 per
cent. The reweighted FRB series compared with the published FRB
data show no significant differences in trends or in year-to-year move-
ments. The Census measures of value of production and value added
show lower annual average rates of change and the year-to-year move-
ments differ when compared with the FRB and OBE series.
Disparities between the FRB and OBE indexes stem principally
from differences in the measurement of total output. The average an-
nual rates of change for the FRB indexes, reweighted by value of pro-
duction and the deflated Census measure of total output are identical
for 1947-57, when the former seriesisalso dependent upon "de-
flated values." However, for 1957—64 the gap between these two series
is1.5 per cent. In this period, almost 90 percent of output of this
26Therelative importance of this industry, expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total, is as follows:
1947 1958 1964
OBE 6.4 6.3 6.1
FRB (As pub.) 7.1 62 6.2272 Basic Industry Product Estimates
industry is measured by the FRB by a man-hour series. (See Appendix
Table C-16.)
Industry classification differences may also contribute to the differ-
ence between the two output series. The FRB includes representation
for the lighting fixtureindustry (SIC 3642)in this major group
but excludes information for the valves and pipe fittingsindustry
(SIC 3494) and the fabricated pipe and fittings industry (SIC 3498)
which are assigned to Major Group 35. In addition during the Korean
conflict the FRB assigned war material made by the establishments
classified in this industry to private ordnance plants.
While the trends for the Census measures of total and net output
are approximately the same, this situation is a result of the relation-
ship prevailing for the terminal years only. The variations in move-
ments between total and net output generally explain the variations
during 1948—64 in the amplitudes and direction of year-to-year changes.
In 195 1—54, the FRB-OBE gap is partially explained by the different
movements for the Census measures of gross and net output. During these
years there were also large disparities in the current-dollar totals for
Census value added and GPO.
Since 1957, the growth rates for the Census value-added series is
considerably less than that for the OBE indexes. The difference in
current-dollar totals for these series appears to be primarily due to







MOTOR VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT (sic 371)
Throughout the 1948-64 period, the OBE indexes for this industry
show higher levels of activity when compared with the FRB measures.
21Therelative importance of this industry, expressed as a percentage of the
respective manufacturing total, is as
1947 1958 1964
OBE 6.6 5.7 8.7
FRB (As pub.) 6.3 5.4 6.8Comparison of FRB and ODE Measures of Output 273
The 1948—64 average annual rate of change for the OBE series is 5.3
per cent; and 4.4 per cent for the FRB index. The growth rates for
1948—57 are 5.0 and 4.1 per cent respectively for the OBE and FRB
series; and the corresponding figures for 1957—64 are 5.7 and 4.8 per
cent. The magnitude of these differences remains whether the FR.B
indexes are reweighted by 1958 GPO or Census value of production.
In measuring the output of the motor vehicle industry, the FRB uses
nine series. Since 1958 about 47 per cent, based on 1957—59 propor-
tions, of the industry output are based on man-hours adjusted for esti-
mated changes in productivity. The quantity indexes for passenger cars
include adjustments to reflect quality changes but, "there is no allowance
in the index for the marked gains in performance of late model trucks
compared with those produced in the period immediately after the
Second World War." 2$ The adjustments for quality changes are based
on production by (a) make and model, (b) certain items of equipment,
and (3) body styles.29 Since the late 1950's, the quality adjustment has
been based on less detailed methods than employed for the preceding
years.
Adjustments for quality changes in the OBE series are largely depend-
ent upon the BLS wholesale prices and their specifications. The diffi-
culties encountered in this area are well known. In addition, prices for
original equipment may move differently from that for the replacement
market. This error, if any, is cancelable to the extent that the original
equipment represents an intraindustry shipment. The double deflation
procedure also measures changes in value added when "trading up or
down" 80 by consumers occurs.
Between 1952 and 1955, there are large differences between the FRB
indexes, reweighted by 1958 value of shipments, and the Census deflated
value-of-production series (Appendix Table C-20, column 11). A part
of this difference stems from the reclassification by FRB of war goods
produced as secondary products in this industry to the private ordnance
28 "The Revised Index of Industrial Production," reply by Clayton Geliman,
American Economic Review, June 1963, p. 520.
" For more detailed description, see 1954 CensusofManufactures, Vol. IV, pp.
33—34.
80 The term "trading up" refers to the shift in consumer demand from low
price cars or standard models to more expensive makes, body styles, or with ad-
ditional equipment. An example of "trading down" is the shift from standard-
sized cars to economy compacts.274 Basic Industry Product Estimates
series.31 The Census data represent total activities for all establishments
classified in this industry.
Despite differences between outputs calculated from quantity measures
and those derived by deflation, average annual rates of change in the
FRB series are more closely approximated by those for Census value of
production than by Census value added. The OBE trend, however, is
more closely approximated by the Census value-added series. Differences
between the growth rates for the FRB and Census value of production
series are larger for the post-1957 period than for the earlier subperiod,
while the converse is true when the OBE and Census value-added trends
are compared.
The point differences between total and net output vary greatly
(Appendix Table C-20, column 12). A varying value-added ratio rather
than a constant ratio is realistic for this industry, since value added per
unit of output increases as output rises. As indicated below, when total
motor vehicle sales increase sizeably over the previous year's sales,
larger increases occur in value added (Census and OBE) than in the
Census value-of-production series. On the other hand, a sizeable decline
in output is not necessarily accompanied by a larger decrease in value
added than in value of production. This is partly due to replacement
parts sales, which apparently decline less than sales of other products
of the industry,32 and partly to the curtailment of direct expenses.













32In1958 the Census Bureau established a product class (37176): parts and
accessories for passenger cars, trucks, and busses, shipped to other than motor
vehicles manufacturers. For 1960—61, the constant-dollar percentage decline was
3.5 per cent for this product class and 14.0 per cent for the remainder of In-
dustry 3717.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 275
Census value-added series differ from 1949 through 1955 because of
disparities in the two current-dollar series (Appendix Table C-20, col-
umn 14). The current-dollar figures of gross product originating during
this period exceed Census value added, while for other years the usual
relationship between these figures prevails. Significant differences in
OBE and Census payroll figures also occur since 1958, as indicated by
percentage changes in current dollars shown below.
Census Value Added and GPO





In summary, the OBE indexes display higher growth rates than the
FRB series for 1948—64. The gap between the trends for these two
series is identical for 1948—57 and for 1957—64. The largest disparities
occur in 1950—55 and since 1962. The 1950—55 disparities are prin-
cipally explained by differences in measuring output and by the current-
dollar movements of GPO, which in contrast to the FRBseriesreflect
total activity for the establishments classified in the industry. The dis-
parities since 1962 are largely due to the variation in movement be-
tween total and net output. The OBE measures of value added are more
volatile than the FRB measures because the former reflect the volatility
of profits due to scale of operation as well as shifts in margins as con-
sumers "trade up," or "trade down" in make, model, or added equip-
ment. In addition, when the data for new cars appearing in the final
product accounts are compared with the GPO indexes, there is some
evidence that increases since 1961 in GPO for Industry 371 have been
offset by declines in the value added for industries whose principal
activity relates to transporting or marketing new vehicles.
Appendix A: Description of FRB and OBE indexes
of Manufacturing Output
1. FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD'S INDEXES
Based on the value-added weights in the 1957—59 base period, slightly
less than 90 per cent of the FRB index of industrial production is276 Basic Industry Product Estimates
accounted for by manufacturing activity; the remainder represents the
output for mining and electric and gas utilities. While the measures
include production at Government owned and operated installations,'
the indexes for manufacturing predominantly relate to activities of the
privately operated sectors.
The FRB published indexes show changes in physical output by in-
dustry as well as for market categories, including a division between
final products and materials and a subdivision of final products between
output of consumer goods and output of equipment (including ord-
nance) for business and government use.
The current indexes of the FRB reflect major revisions described in
detail in Industrial Production, 1959 Revisions, and those made in
October 1962 when the comparison and weight bases were shifted from
1957 to 1957_59.2Theserevisions established new market groupings,
expanded coverage and representation, refined procedures for estimat-
ing changes in industries represented by man-hour series, and revised the
seasonal-adjustment factors. In addition, the 1959 revisions incorporated
the 1947—54 production indexes derived from the comprehensive Census
of Manufactures data for 1947 and and also adjusted the 1955—57
production indexes using information compiled in the Annual Surveys of
Manufactures. Moreover, the industry grouping was made to conform to
the 1957 edition of Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual. In
the 1962 revision, the annual levels for eight series in the apparel, food,
and chemical groups were adjusted to take account of the information
appearing in the preliminary 1958 Census of Manufactures and the 1959
and 1960 Annual Survey of Manufactures.
The total and other aggregate indexes are derived from weighted
averages of relatives. Various measures are used to represent changes
'These include arsenals (0.12 per cent) and Navy shipyards (0.35 per cent).
2Forfurther details, see Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
industrial Production: 1959 Revision, Washington, D.C., 1960; Industrial Pro-
duction: 1957—59 Base, Washington, D.C.,1962; and Industrial Production
Measurements in the United States (reply to an inquiry from the Economic
Commission for Europe), Washington, D.C., February 1964.
31954Census of Manufactures, Vol. IV, Indexes of Production, G.P.O.,
Washington, D.C., 1958. "In the 1954 bench-mark 82 percent of the total value
added for manufacturing was represented by indexes derived from product data.
Of these indexes, products represented by both quantity and value data made
up about 75 percent and products represented only by deflated value data about
25 percent. Another 3½ percent was represented by indexes based on materials
consumption and the remaining 14½ percent consisted of industry values indexes
deflated by selected price or unit value indexes." (Industrial Production Measure-
ment in the U.S., p. 36.)Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 277
in the quantity of output. These changes are expressed as relatives with
1957—59 =100;each series of relatives is multiplied by a base-year-
weight factor; and the product summed. The weight used for manufac-
turing components is the average of the 1957—59 Census of Manufac-
tures value added expressed in 1957 prices. For each series the 1957—59
value-added figure in 1957 prices was obtained by dividing 1957 value
added by the ratio of production in 1957 to production in 1957—59.
Census value-added data are available either at an industry (four-, three-,
or two-digit SIC) level, and for many product groupings (plants spe-
cializing in shipments of specified product classes) for some series.
Value-added weights are based on the assumption that value added is
proportional to the value of the product within the group.4
Since the indexes prior to 1953 were not recalculated, but linked in
the 1959 revision, the weighting pattern for these indexes is based on
weights derived from the 1947 Census value-added data. Because of the
subsequent revision from the 1957 base to the 1957—59 base, the linked
indexes on the 1957 base were converted to the 1957—59 base period
by a multiplying factor for each aggregate index.
The indexes of output for the annual series discussed in this paper
are based on a variety of measures—number of physical units produced,
deflated values, man-hours, or materials consumed. The 200 series used
for manufacturing measures and the proportions of 1957—59 value
added for manufacturing accounted for by these series are shown in
Table A-i.
2. INDEXES OF REAL PRODUCT FOR MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES
Indexes of GPO for major manufacturing industries (two-digit SIC
industries) are derived by deflation. The current-dollar figures for a
two-digit industry, compiled from the national income accounts of the
gross national product, represent the unique contribution (value added),
in market prices by the specified industry to the nation's economy. To
secure a measure in "real terms," the current-dollar total is deflated by
a gross product price index calculated by the double deflation method.5
For blast furnaces and rolling mills (SIC 331) and a few other industries,
other estimating procedures are used.
The limitations of the value added implicit deflator are discussed in the OBE
unpublished document, "GNP by Major Industry; Concepts and Methods," and
also by Paul A. David, "The Deflation of Value Added," TheReviewof Eco-
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Indexes for durable and nondurable goods industries and for total
manufacturing are calculated by summing the constant-dollar totals for
selected industries.
As described in detail in "GNP by Major Industries; Concepts and
Methods,"current-dollar figures are compiled by summing the appro-
priate factor payments and nonfactor costs for an industry (two-digit
SIC)Sincethe corporate profits and capital consumption allowance
(CCA) components of gross product are compiled on a company rather
than on an establishment basis, adjustments are made in these totals to
reflect the establishment composition of the manufacturing industries,
as defined by the Standard Industrial Classification Manual. For all
industries, except the petroleum refining industry (SIC 29), these adjust-
ments are based on the company-establishment pattern weighted to
reflect industry variations in profits or CCA per employee. The employ-
ment data appear in the U.S. Bureau of the Census publication, Enter-
prise Statistics: 1958 Part 3, Link of Census Establishment and IRS
Corporation Data. For the petroleum refining industry, profits represent
a residual after determining the amount due to mining activities (based
on depletion allowances) and for wholesale and retail trade (based on
industry averages). Depreciation charges for the petroleum refining
industry are allocated on the basis of information for "assets by depart-
ments" as compiled in the Chase Manhattan Bank's studies for integrated
oil companies.
The current-dollar measures of an industry's gross product, derived as
the sum of its factor payments and nonfactor costs, are not directly con-
vertible to constant dollars because the components (employee com-
pensation, profits, interest, etc.) cannot be expressed in quantity and
unit prices suitable for this purpose. To calculate constant-dollar figures,
the gross product originating is deflated by implicit deflators derived by
deflating output and purchases separately (double deflation). This
method involves the derivation of measures of output and input by
specified manufacturing industry groups separately expressed in current
dollars and also in base-year dollars and the value added obtained by
6Amethodology is available upon request to the Office of Business Economics.
The only exception is for Major Group 37, transportation equipment, which is
combined with Major Group 19, ordnance. The subtotals: (a) motoi1 vehicles (SIC
371) and transportation equipment, except motor vehicles (SIC 37-371 and 19), are
considered as industry groups, rather than the combination of the major SIC in-
dustries.280 Basic Industry Product Estimates
subtraction. The implicit price deflator is calculated by dividing the
current-dollar figure by the constant-dollar figure for value added.
The data sources showing current dollars for total output (shipments
figures adjusted for changes in inventories of finished goods and goods
in process) and inputs for specified industries are the Census of Manu-
factures and The Annual Survey of Manufactures. To reflect the industry
classifications appearing in the 1957 edition of the SIC manual, ship-
ments and cost of materials, supplies, etc. for years prior to 1958 were
adjusted when necessary on basis of the "bridge" data appearing in
the 1958 Census of Manufactures, Vol. 1, Summary, Appendix C, Part
2. The price information is obtained primarily from The Wholesale Price
Indexes, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
In order that the constant-dollar aggregate for value added may con-
sist of the current year's quantity valued at prices prevailing in the base
year, an industry's current value of shipments, inventory, and cost of
materials and other items consumed in the manufacturing process
should be deflated by a price index representing the given year's com-
posite of products. For nearly all industries, the output composite for
each year may be reliably approximated by the Census annual shipment
values of each product class wherever made. However, the output for a
small number of industries consists of a significant amount of products
classified in other industries. In these cases, the annual data on total
product class shipments are inadequate. For such industries, output price
indexes with current-year weights are estimated from information con-
tained in the 1947, 1954, and 1958 Censuses of Manufactures, which
provide information on the product composition of each industry's total
value of shipments. Weights were calculated for the three Census years
using these detailed product-mix data. Linear interpolations yielded the
weighting pattern for the intercensal years.
Current-year weighted price indexes, as described above, are thus
used to derive a constant-dollar series at a four-digit SIC industry level.
These are then summed to the 1958 input—output sectors (industry) and
again aggregated to the SIC two-digit manufacturing levels.8
Inventory data for the input—output industries are adjusted to provide
one set of inventory figures which reflect average prices during the given
8Becauseof differences stemming from definitional changesaffectingthe
compiled industry statistics prior to, and subsequent to, 1958, two sets of data
were compiled: (a) 1947 through 1958 and (b) 1958 to date. Whenever a con-
tinuous series from 1947 was needed, 1958 served as a link for the two series.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 281
year and a second set which reflect 1958 prices. The deflators used for
this adjustment are adapted from the price indexes used in the calcula-
tion of the "inventory valuation adjustment"included in the national
accounts.
A basic problem in deflating Census data on cost of materials, supplies,
components, fuel, and electricity for manufacturing industries is that
information on the annual composition of their intermediate purchases
is incomplete. The 1947 input—output study conducted by BLS, and the
1958 study, conducted by OBE, provide estimates of the relative dollar
values of the items purchased by an industry. Composite price indexes
were constructed using the data appearing in these studies as weights;
these two sets of deflators (1947-weighted and 1958-weighted) were
then interpolated to provide an approximation of a current-year-
weighted-input-price index. The weights for 1958 and subsequent years
are based on the 1958 study.
Value added at the two-digit industry level was computed in given
year prices and in 1958 prices by subtracting cost of materials from
value of production (shipments plus inventory changes) valued at the
respective price levels. These two-digit industry totals were adjusted to
include excise taxes. From the current- and constant-dollar totals of value
added, as adjusted, implicit price deflators (1958 =100)were com-
puted. These deflators then are used to calculate the constant-dollar
(1958) gross product originating in the specified industry.
The preceding discussion relates to the calculation of real gross
product for all years except 1948 and for all manufacturing industries,
except petroleum refining (SIC 29). With respect to 1948, no full-scale
Census surveys of manufacturing industries were conducted for that year.
Consequently, implicit price deflators for that year are obtained by using
1948 price indexes weighted by the 1947 shipments and purchases.
The data for Industry 29, are dominated by the figures for Industry
2911, petroleum refining. The ratio of cost of materials to value of ship-
ments for the latter industry is among the highest, and for many years
the highest, of all manufacturing industries. (The ratio varies from 80
to 84 per cent from 1950 to the present). Since value added is a residual,
small differences in the price levels of output and input and small incon-
sistencies in the measures of output and input may yield larger differ-
ences in the price movements for value added. This was the experience
See above.282 Basic Industry Product Estimates
when the double deflation method was used for SIC 29. In addition,
the number of series and/or items priced and the weights used to derive
geographic and national price composites do not coincide with the re-
gional activities represented by the annual values of shipments and costs
of crude petroleum and intra-industry purchases, as compiled by the
Bureau of the Census. Furthermore, the BLS annual prices are arith-
metic averages of monthly prices while shipments of the major products
of this industry are generally seasonal.
Unusually complete physical measures of output and input for petro-
leum refineries for the required number of years are compiled by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines. The data also reflect the technical changes which
result in varied proportions of product outputs derived principally from
a single material input. Therefore, these statistics are used to calculate
indexes of physical volume comparable to the Census product classes.
By extrapolating the 1958 product class shipment values by the appro-
priate indexes, a constant-dollar series is calculated. For the input crude
petroleum oil a realized price based on the U.S. Bureau of Mines data is
substituted for the BLS price series. For all other industries 10inMajor
Group 29, the standard procedures as described above are followed.
For each two-digit industry, the implicit deflator based on Census
value added is used to derive a constant-dollar series for the correspond-
ing total of gross product originating. For Industry 29, petroleum and
related products and Industry 21, tobacco manufactures, the deflator
derived from the Census data is used only for the sum of all com-
ponents, except excise taxes. The total for these taxes is deflated sepa-
rately, based on changes in the latter tax rates. For other industries, ex-
cise taxes are not separately deflated since they represent a relatively
small proportion of the gross product originating in that industry.
Data for Census cost of materials are only a partial measure of inter-
mediate purchases, since purchased business services such as advertising
fees, legal services, rents, telephone and postal bills, and royalties are
not included in these totals. When the relative proportion of these busi-
ness expenses to total costs is large and the price behavior of purchased
services differs markedly from value added, the calculated implicit
deflator may be affected.
To secure an estimate of what the implicit deflator might be if data
on purchases of services were available annually, information was
10Datafor Industry 2992, lubricating oils and greases, are included with the
figures for Industry 2911.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 283
utilized from the 1958 and preliminary 1961 input—output tables. Based
on the calculations for three industries, for which purchased services are
known to be relatively high, the following results for 1961 were derived:
Implicit Deflator for GPO,
1958 =100
Adjusted for
SIC Industry As Used Services
20Food and kindred products 110.2 110.7
21 Tobacco manufactures 98.7 96.8
371 Motor vehicles and equipment 99.5 98.3
While these results are inconclusive, it is believed that for most of the
manufacturing industries, for which purchased services are relatively
small, the implicit deflator based on Census value added represents the
price movement of GPO.
3. THE WEIGHT BASE
As indicated above, the weight base for the Federal Reserve Board's
index for manufacturing is the 1957—59 Census value-added figures in
1957 prices. The base for gross product originating is 1958, a year of
relatively low output, and is based on gross national product, which
differs in concept from Census value added. In production indexes,
different weight periods will result in changes only if relative proportions
are widely different. If this occurs, then the use of different weights may
result in changes in the general levels and also affect the timing and
amplitude of the fluctuations in the indexes.12 A comparison of the 1958
weight proportions for the two indexes appears below (Table A-2).
The differences in proportions shown partly stem from the conceptual
differences between Census value added and gross national product. The
larger relative weights for the food and kindred products, tobacco, and
petroleum refining industries are principally accounted for by the in-
clusionof excise taxes in the GPO totals and their exclusion from the
Census value-added figures. These payments are not offset by pur-
chased services which are relatively high in these industries. Other differ-
ences in proportions are partly accounted for by classification differences.
11 For this industry, the implicit deflator for GPO is based on a composite for
Census value added and for excise taxes. The implicit deflator for Census value
added, excluding taxes, is 96.4 (1958= 100).
12 1954 Census of Manufactures, Vol. IV, Indexes of Production, pp. 20—26.284 BasicIndustry Product Estimates
TABLE A-2
Assigned 1958 Weights for Indexes of Manufacturing:
Office of Business Economics and Federal Reserve Board
Industry OBE FRB OBEFRB
Manufacturing 100.00100.00
Nondurable goods 43.7046.13100.00100.00
Food and kindred products 12.1312.6427.7627.41
Tobacco manufactures 2.21 1.02 5.06 2.21
Textile mill products 3.33 3.39 7.62 7.35
Apparel and other fabricated
textile products 3.69 4.24 8.44 9.19
Paper and allied products 3.90 4.13 8.92 8.95
Printing, publishing, and
allied industries 4.95 5.7111.3312.38
Chemicals and alliedproducts 7.45 9.0217.0519.55
Petroleum refining and related
industries 2.53 2.38 5.79 5.16
Rubber and misc. plastic products2.33 2.27 5.33 4.92
Leather and leather products 1.18 1.33 2.70 2.88
Durable goods 56.3053.87100.00100.00
Lumber and wood products,
except furniture 2.67 2.06 4.74 3.82
Furniture and fixtures 1.55 1.77 2.75 3.29
Stone, clay, and glass products 3.77 3.46 6.70 6.42
Primary metal industries 8.82 7.5415.6714.00
Fabricated metal products 6.31 6.2011.2111.51
Machinery, except electrical 8.83 9.1915.6817.05
Electrical machinery 7.56 7.1113.4313.20
Transportation equipment and
ordnance,except motor vehicles7.11801a12.6314•87a
Motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment 5.73 4.8210.18 8.95
Instruments .2.11 1.95 3.75 3.62
Miscellaneous manufacturing
industries 1.85 1.76 3.29 3.27
alncludes government owned and government operated estab-
lishments.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 285
For example, the FRB includes representation for the lighting fixture
industry (SIC 3642) in Major Group 34 but excludes information for
the valves and pipe fitting industry (SIC 3494) and the fabricated pipe
and fittings industry (SIC 3498), which are assigned to Major Group
35. In addition, the company profits and capital consumption allow-
ances are adjusted by OBE to an establishment industry basis.'3
The amount of the adjustment for profits and capital consumption
allowances, other than for the petroleum refining industry, when related
to the company industry totals, is less than 5 per cent for eight of the
twenty listed manufacturing industries. For only five industries is the
adjustment more than 15 per cent. These adjustments when expressed
as a percentage of total GPO are considerably less. For example, the
percentage adjustment in 1958 company profit totals to represent ac-





Percentage Adjustment Number Number
Less than 0.5 per cent 7 21, 23, 27, 24, 25, 32,34
0.5—0.9 5 20, 28, 30, 31, 35




Over 3per cent 2 29, 371
Appendix B. Gross Product Originating, by Industry, 194 7—64
EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TABLES
These tables show Gross Product Originating in 1958 dollars, in current
dollars, and the current dollar totals for components.
18Seeabove for adjustment procedures.286 Basic Industry Product Estimates
CO(1958)$=Grossproduct originating in 1958 dollars. For derivation,
see Appendix A; for deflators, see Appendix D.
CU $,Total=Grossproduct originating in current dollars. The sum of
factor and nonfactor charges, which appears in the columns on the right.
Employee Compensation =Employeecompensation,whichconsistsof
wages, salaries, and supplements.
Interest =Netinterest component of national income.
CCA =Capitalconsumption allowances, which consist of depreciation and
accidental damage to fixed business property. These figures represent
establishment totals (see Appendix A).
IBT =Indirectbusiness tax and nontax liability and business transfer pay-
ments. Includes federal excise taxes for which the industry has legal
responsibility.
Profit Type Income:
Total =Sumof profits and IVA.
Profits =Sumof corporate profits on an establishment basis and income of
unincorporated enterprises.
IVA =Inventoryvaluation adjustment. See National Income, 1954 edition,
supplement to the Survey of Current Business, pp. 44—45 and 135—138.
Appendix C: Selected Measures of Manufacturing Activity
by Industry Groups and by Industry, 1947—64
The statistical framework for analyzing the relationship between the
OBE and FRB indexes involves comparisons with reweighted FRB
series and Census measures of total and net output. The text discussions
and tables below include data for selected measures of total and net
output. Point differences between these selected measures of manufactur-
ing activity are also shown. In addition, the trends of the various meas-
ures for 1948—64 and for the subperiods ending and beginning with
1957 were computed and are shown below. A brief description and
derivation of the series appearing in these tables appears below:
FRB As Pub. (column 1) =Thepublished indexes of the Federal Reserve
Board for the given industry or groups rebased to 1958 =100.The
weights for these indexes are discussed in Appendix A. The series shown
is derived by dividing the given year FRB index by the 1958 FRB index.
FRB Reweighted (columns 2 and 3) =TheFRB (output) relatives rebased
to 1958 =100from 1957—59 =100and reweighted by (1) 1958 gross
product originating (column 2) and (2) 1958 Census Value of Produc-
tion (column 3).
Value of Production—VP (column 4) =DeflatedCensus value of ship-
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process.Value is generally fob plant and excludes excise taxes. For more
detailed explanation, see 1958 Census of Manufactures.
Cost of Materials (column 5) =Deflatedcost of materials, supplies, com-
ponents, semifinished goods, fuels and electricity actually consumed or
put into production during the year and cost of products purchased for
resale. Cost includes direct charges actually paid or payable for items
consumed after discounts and including freight and other direct charges.
For more detailed explanation, see 1958 Census of Manufactures.
Value Added—VA (column 6) =Deflatedvalue of production (above) less
deflated cost of materials, etc. (above). Equivalent to adjusted Census
value added by manufactures.
VA plus Excise (column 7) =Deflatedvalue added (above) plus deflated
federal excise taxes for which the given industry is legally liable.
OBE Gross Product (column 8) =Deflatedcurrent-dollar total of gross
product originating in the specified industry. For derivation, see Ap-
pendix A.
Total (FRB —OBE)(column 9) =PublishedFRB index (column 1) minus
published OBE index (column 8). Differences between the two series
may arise from weights and measures of output.
FR.B (Net Minus Gross Wtd.) (column 10) =PublishedFRB index weighted
by 1957—59 Census value added (column 1) minus FRB series weighted
by 1958 Census value of production (column 3). Since the identical FRB
output relatives are used in the calculations of both indexes, discrepancies
between the two series arise because of weighting differences. Such dis-
parities are the result of relative differences in the individual industry's
contribution to the major group when computed on a net- or gross-output
basis.
Total Output (Quantity Minus Deflated) (column 11) =FRBseries weighted
by 1958 Census value of production (column 3) minus Census series of
deflated value of production (column 4). This series generally reflects
thedifferenceintotaloutput derived by aquantity extrapolation
technique vis-à-vis a deflation procedure. However, differences between
the series may arise from data limitations. For example, the two series
may differ because of coverage (see discussion for Major Group 34),
adjustments due to SIC changes particularly in years when the FRB
indexes are linked (Major Group 26) and in changes since 1958 in FRB
procedures to derive annual measures (Major Group 25).
Total Minus Net Output (column 12) =DeflatedCensus value of produo-
tion (column 4) minus deflated Census value added (column 6). This
series measures differences between the movement of gross and net out-
put as derived from deflated Census data. Movement differences between
total and net output reflect the industry changesunit costs relative to
unit output because of shifts in product mix, substitutions of materials,
technological changes, and other circumstances influencing the amount
of work done in an industry.312 Basic industry Product Estimates
Excise Tax (column 13) =DeflatedCensus value added (column 6) minus
deflated Census value added plus excise tax(column7). This difference
illustrates the effect of the addition of manufacturer's excise taxes to the
value of net output. Since Census value added excluding excise taxes is
used to weight the published FRB series and the OBE series includes this
nonfactor payment, the difference between the two series quite often is re-
lated to these taxes, cf. SIC 20, 21, 29, 30, 36 and 371.
Net Output (Census —OBE)(column 14) =Censusvalue added plus excise
taxes (column 7) minus published OBE (column 8). Disparities between
these two measures are based on differences in the movements of the
current-dollar series and partially reflect changes occasiond by the con-
ceptual differences between the two measures including inventory valua-
tion adjustment (IVA) in the GPO series. The use of independent data
sources may also be a cause of differences and reflect differencs in classifi-
cation by the several government agencies.
In addition to measures of trend, shown below, averages of the absolute
value of the percentage changes over the entire period for each of the series
shown in columns 1 through 8 were computed. The standard deviation of
these percentage changes was also calculated. The results indicated that
generally the averages and the distribution about these averages for each of
the series were approximately of the same magnitude by industry. The varia-
tion in any one series was not significantly greater than the variation in the
others,.
GROWTH RATES
The average annual growth rates of the various series by industry for
selected periods are shown below. These measures show the average annual
compounded rate of change between the initial and terminal years of each
period. The computations are based on the "Growth Rate Conversion Tables"
appearing in Bureau of the Census, Long Term Economic Growth 1860—
1965,ES-4-No. 1, October 1966, p. 115.
Appendix D: Implicit Price Deflators by industry Groups and by
industry, 1947—64
EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TABLES
These tables contain implicit price deflators (current-dollar series divided
by constant-dollar series) for the series indicated below. A description
of how these price deflators are derived appears in Appendix A.
Value of Production (VP) =Censusvalue of shipments plus change in in-
ventory of finished goods and work in process.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 313
TABLE C-i
Average Annual Rates of Growth by Industry for Selected Periods
F R B Deflated CensusData OBE
As
Reweighted





1947—644.2 4.03.93.5 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.8
1948—644.2 4.13.9 3.8
1947—574.3 4.03.93.6 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.9
1948—574.3 4.14.0 3.8
1957—644.0 4.03.93.4 3.2 3.73.7 3.7
Nondurable Goods Industries
1947—644.1 3.83.63.5 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.5
1948—644.1 3.93.7 3.5
1947—573.7 3.33.23.2 3.1 3.4 3.2 3.4
1948—573.7 3.43.3 3.2
1957—644.6 4.54.23.8 3.7 4.0 3.9 3.8
Durable Goods Industries
1947—644.4 4.24.23.6 3.5 3.73.7 4.0
1948—644.4 4.24.2 4.0
1947—574.9 4.64.53.9 4.1 3.8 3.8 4.3
1948—575.0 4.64.5 4.2
1957—643.6 3.73.73.1 2.6 3.63.6 3.6
Food and Kindred Products, SIC 20
1947—542.4 2.32.42.6 2.7 2.42.2 2.6
1948—642.6 2.62.7 2.5
1947—57 1.9 1.61.92.4 2.1 3.0 2.5 2.9
1948—572.2 2.02.4 2.7
1957—643.2 3.23.13.0 3.7 1.5 1.7 2.1
Tobacco Manufactures, SIC 21
1947—642.3 2.62.1 1.4 0.6 3.1 2.5 2.9
1948—642.3 2.51.9 2.7
1947—57 1.5 2.11.70.3 —0.7 2.6 2.0 2.5
1948—57 1.4 1.81.4 2.0
1957—643.6 3.42.62.9 2.5 3.7 3.2 3.4
(continued)314 Basic Industry Product Estimates
TABLE C-i (continued)
F R B Deflated CensusData OBE
Gross
Product As
Reweighted Cost of VA Plus
PeriodsPub.GPO VPVPMaterials VAExcise






































































































































































0Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 315
TABLEC-i (continued)




Cost of VA Plus
PeriodsPub.GPO VPVPMaterialsVAExcise
Printing and Publishing, SIC 27
1947—643.4 3.53.63.1 3.8 2.8 2.8 3.1
1948—643.3 3.43.4 3.1
1947—573.6 3.83.83.0 3.4 2.72.7 3.3
1948—573.4 3.53.5 34
1957—643.2 3.23.23.3 4.2 2.9 2.9 2.8
Chemicals and Allied Products, SIC 28
1947—648.2 8.17.96.7 5.7 7.7 7.7 7.5
1948—648.2 8.18.0 6.9
1947—578.6 8.48.17.0 5.9 8.1 8.1 8.7
1948—578.6 8.58.2 7.7
1957—647.8 7.77.66.3 5.4 7.0 7.0 5.9
Petroleum and Related Industries, SIC 29
1947—643.9 3.83.84.1 3.8 5.1 4.8 4.7
1948—643.7 3.73.5 4.4
1947—574.6 4.34.54.8 5.1 3.44.0 4.3
1948—574.2 4.14.1 37
1957—643.0 3.12.83.1 2.0 7.7 6.0 5.3
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products, SIC 30
1947—646.2 5.45.644 5.0 3.9 3.7 3.6
1948—646.5 6.06.1 43
1947—575.6 4.24.42.9 4.0 2.0 1.8 1.7
1948—576.1 5.15.3 2.8
1957—647.0 7.17.36.6 6.6 6.6 6.4 6,3
Leather and Leather Products, SIC 31
1947—640.6 0.60.5—0.1 0.7 —0.7—0.7 —0.1
1948—640.9 0.90.8 —0.3
1947—570.7 0.70.5—0.2 1.4 —1.6—1.6 —0.8
1948—571.3 1.31.1 —1.3
1957—640.5 0.50.40.1 —0.4 0.5 0.5 0.9











Stone, Clay, and Glass Products, SIC 32
1947—643.8 4.04.34.3 5.3 3.7 3.5
1948—643.6 3.84.0 3.3
1947—573.9 4.34.64.8 6.4 3.8 3.8 3.4
1948—573.6 3.94.1 3.0
1957—643.6 3.73.83.6 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.7
PrimaryMetal Industries, SIC 33
1947—642.1 2.22.31.8 2.3 1.1 1.1 1.1
1948—642.0 2.12.2 1.2
1947—57 2.1 2.42.4 1.8 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.7
1948—57 1.9 2.22.2 2.0
1957—642.0 2.02.1 1.7 2.4 0.9 0.9 0.2
Fabricated Metal Products, SiC 34
1947—643.3 3.43.42.8 2.7 2.8 2.8 3.5
1948—643.4 3.53.5 3.6
1947—573.0 3.03.1 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.6
1948—573.1 3.23.2 3.8
1957—643.9 3.93.82.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.3
Machinery,Except Electrical, SIC 35
1947—643.5 3.73.62.7 2.7 2.7 3.4
1948—643.7 3.93.8 3.2
1947—573.1 3.33.22.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 3.0
1948—573.4 3.63.4 2.6
1957—644.2 4.34.33.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.9
ElectricalMachinery, SIC 36
1947—646.1 6.05.95.6 4.2 6.7 6.7 6.6
1948—64 6.3 6.16.0 6.9
1947—577.1 7.06.94.9 3.7 6.0 6.0 6.4
1948—57 7.4 7.37.1 6.8










































Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output
TABLE C-i (concluded)
317
F R B Deflated CensusData OBE
Gross
Product As
Re we i g h ted Cost of VA Plus
PeriodsPub.GPO VPVPMaterialsVAExcise
Equip. and Ord. Except Mot. Vehicles, SIC 37 +19-371
10.3 9.89.2 7.1 6.7 7.4 7.4
10.3 10.19.3
16.615.7 14.712.9 13.6 12.312.3
17.316.9 15.5
1.9 1.61.9—0.7 —2.4 0.9 0.9
Motor Vehicles and Equipment, SIC 371
4.6 4.74.74.3 3.9 5.1 5.1
4.4 4.54.5
4.5 4.74.74.5 4.4 4.9 4.9
4.1 4.34.2
4.8 4.74.84.0 3.2 5.5 5.4
Instruments and Related Products, SIC 38
5.6 5.65.65.5 4.9 5.8 5.8
5.8 5.85.7
6.2 6.26.14.8 4.5 4.9 4.9
6.6 6.66.5
4.8 4.84.86.5 5.4 7.1 7.1
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industrial, SIC 39
3.1 3.13.13.2 3.0 3.4 3.4
2.9 2.92.9
2.2 2.22.22.2 1.6 2.6 2.6
1.7 1.71.7
4.4 4.44.44.7 5.2 4.4 4.4
Note: VA =Valueadded; VPValue of production. For other





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 347
Cost of Materials =Censuscost of materials, supplies, components, semi-
finished goods, fuel and electricity, actually consumed or put into pro-
duction during the year and cost of goods purchased for resale.
Value Added (VA) =Valueof production (above) less cost of materials
(above).
VA + Excise =Valueadded (above) plus federal excise taxes for which the
given industry is legally liable.
Gross Product Originating (GPO) =Grossproduct originating in a given in-
dustry. The deflators for the two-digit industries are the same as those
for VA plus Excise except for SIC industries 21 and 29 where different
procedures are used. For all manufacturing, durable, and nondurable
goods industries, the GPO and VA plus Excise deflators are not the same
because of differences in the two-digit industry deflators and weights.
COMMENT
CLAYTON GEHMAN AND CORNELIA MOTHERAL, Federal Reserve Board
The Gottsegen-Ziemer paper and its appendixes provide new data on
deflated gross product series in manufacturing which can be used to
compare two-digit industry groups with annual averages of the presently
published Federal Reserve monthly production indexes. Until these new
data can be examined in detail and analyzed in relation to the results of
the Census-Federal Reserve bench mark indexes for 1947—54, 1954—
58, and 1958—63, it is not possible to judge whether the gross product
data provide more accurate indicators of growth in this sector of the
economy. However, it is possible—before. completing the general re-
vision of the Federal Reserve monthly index now underway—to agree
that the manufacturing total index may be slightly overstated in 1959
and 1960 and that changes in series and weights are likely to result in
various revisions in the total and the parts for more recent years. De-
tailed analysis would involve study of differences in deflators for the
425 four-digit industries and the several thousand product classes di-
rectly represented in the Census-Federal Reserve bench-mark indexes.
Comparisons of the corrected two-digit results of the two systems of
measurement can be made only for the 1947—54 period since the pub-
lished Federal Reserve indexes are not yet adjusted to subsequent bench-
mark levels. Here the record shows practically identical results for total
manufacturing—increases of 30.1 and 30.2 per cent. But if the same
weight periods are used, the presently revised gross product series rises348 Basic Industry Product Estimates
more than the Federal Reserve manufacturing production index, as noted
below. The previously published gross product series available for the
comparison made in the February 1964 U.S. reply to the ECE rose 25.0
per cent from 1947 to 1954. That increase was just about the same as
the increase in the Federal Reserve manufacturing production index
adjusted to the Census-Federal Reserve bench mark, when allowances
were made for differences in scope and when weights in the gross product
series were used.
The Federal Reserve indexes have not yet been adjusted to the 1954—
58 bench mark, but the bench-mark results for manufacturing and
mining have been distributed to the contributors to this discussion. They
show an output increase of 8.5 per cent for manufacturing based on
the 1958 weight year used for the gross product series for manufacturing
(which rises only 3.5 per cent), while the published Federal Reserve
manufacturing index rises 8.0 per cent. Much of the difference between
the bench-mark and the gross product series in this period is between
the gross product current-dollar data and current-dollar Census value
added, which implies (aside from statistical differences, which may
actually be at issue here) a substantial increase in business services per
unit of product; it would be of interest to try to develop a direct measure
of business services for this period as a check.
The 1958—63 bench-mark compilations, still in a preliminary stage,
suggest that while there are many differences at the two-digit and more
detailed levels from the presently published Federal Reserve indexes,
the totals for manufacturing are about as close in 1963 as in 1958.
In 1964, the year after the last bench-mark period, the Federal Re-
serve manufacturing index rises 6.6 per cent which is quite close to the
increase of 6.8 per cent shown by the gross product series. Preliminary
Census Annual Survey shipments for 1965, after adjustment for inven-
tory and price changes at the total level only, show an increase of 8.2
per cent from 1964 to 1965. Allowing for the tendency of both the
Federal Reserve and OBE net measures to rise more than such a gross
value series in recent years, this suggests that the 8.9 per cent rise shown
by the Federal Reserve series for 1965 will be borne out by more detailed
calculations. The finding that annual averages of the monthly production
index are still close to comprehensive annual Census data twelve years
after the last bench-mark adjustment should not be overlooked inComparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 349
appraising the adequacy of the Federal Reserve monthly production
index results.
We see little basis for the indication in the Gottsegen-Ziemer papei
and the Moss commentary of any persistent divergence in the two sets
of numbers and the emphasis that "an essential difference" is the larger
growth rate of the presently published Federal Reserve series than of
the revised gross product series. Over the seventeen-year interval of
changes shown, a major portion of the divergence for the total comes
within several annual periods which might be largely isolated by a more
detailed comparison of gross product data with the bench-mark results.
The Federal Reserve index is higher at the end of the seventeen-year
interval and the differences are even greater at the extremes reached in
1951 and 1961, but the evidence of persistent differences is not clear
from the presently available data. We do hold the view that a net industry
measure would probably rise more in certain periods than the presently
published Federal Reserve index (see the comparisons for total industrial
production presented in a paper on "Estimating Aggregate Output" in
the 1964 Proceedings of the American Statistical Association).
The accompanying table shows that for the bench-mark interval from
1947 to 1954, the gross product series rises 2 per cent more than the
Federal Reserve series, as reweighted by the OBE. Although the widest
margin was 3 per cent in 1951, it was still plus 0.5 in 1955. After down-
ward shifts in the 1954—58 bench-mark period and from 1958 to 1960,
the gross product series again rises more than the Federal Reserve series
to 1964.
Gross Product Series Relative to the










NOTE: Calculated from reweighted Federal Reserve indexes shown in the paper
in this volume, "Comparison of Federal Reserve and OBE Measures of Real Man-
ufacturing Output, 1947—64."350 Basic Industry Product Estimates
As the Gottsegen-Ziemer paper and Moss's comments indicate, differ-
ences in results shown stem not only from changes in input—output
relationships but also from differences in the measurement of gross out-
put. We expect that a more detailed examination of the gross product
and bench-mark industry gross output defiators could lead to more
similarity of results between the two approaches.
The Gottsegen-Ziemer paper apparently finds little evidence of an
over-all bias in the man-hour portion of the index in the unbench-
marked interval since 1954. Moss uses the two-digit furniture group,
which accounts for 1.8 per cent of total manufacturing, as an illustra-
tion of the hazards of projecting adjusted man-hour data. His compari-
son was only for the change from 1958 to 1964 and it was not noted
that the increase for the presently published furniture index from 1954
to 1958 was about the same as the Census-Federal Reserve bench
mark (that was 11 per cent, while the gross product series increased
only 2 per cent) and that the published annual changes since 1959—60
are closetodeflated Census valueresults. The Federal Reserve
published furniture group is doubtless too high for the 1959—60 period.
The gross product series for furniture shows an irregular downtrend
over this period. By 1962 it is only 2 per cent higher than seven years
earlier and thus implies little change in labor productivity for most of
the period, which seems unlikely. Moss correctly notes the problems of
measuring price changes for these products but another basic question
is whether an adequate monthly sample of the value of factory sales or
shipments of furniture can be maintained—various attempts to do so in
the past have not been successful.
As was stated in our paper, it is planned to exclude estimated pur-
chases of business services from the value-added weights in the forth-
coming revision of the Federal Reserve monthly index and to use 1958
price relationships for recent periods. We do not think it would be
appropriate to take the other three steps which would be necessary to
make the weights of the two series completely comparable: (1) using
1958 price relationships for earlier periods; (2) adding excise taxes to
weights which are intended to approximate factor costs; and (3) shifting
from the Census weighting universe to the gross product weighting uni-
verse.
We have reservations about series whose year-to-year movements are
affected by various company-establishment and inventory valuation ad-Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 351
justments. Admittedly the annual movements of Census value of output
data may also be affected by inventory valuation and sampling and
coverage problems; in these cases we prefer to rely as much as possible
on appropriate quantity indicators for annual indexes which are used to
adjust the levels of the monthly indexes.
Assuming that there were no differences in weights or in deflation of
gross output, the question has been raised whether it would be desirable
to adjust the Federal Reserve monthly series to reflect changes in input—
output relationships that have apparently occurred in some industries
such as primary metals, autos, petroleum refining, and (to go outside
manufacturing) electric utilities. Some adjustments might be accom-
plished by increased use of value added weights below the industry level.
If an increase in output per unit of input in the auto industry is due to
more fabrication of components within the industry, such an increase
could be imputed to the original equipment auto parts series. Changes
due to more efficient use of materials (as in electric utilities) or to use of
more highly processed materials (as in primary metals) could be allowed
for by adjusting an industry group total index rather than the component
product series, so that the components could still be aggregated with
gross weights for analyzing commodity flows in the over-all economy,
as outlined in our paper.
We would like to underscore, however, the comments made in the
Gottsegen-Ziemer paper on the sensitivity to error of double deflation
measures and to note that they did not accept the resulting calculations
for the petroleum refining industry, although in that industry input and
price data can be more exactly determined than in other larger and
more heterogeneous industry groups. For a further example, in the
course of our bench-mark work two experimental double deflations were
made of the auto industry for 1954—58, one using wholesale price index
components and another using unit values derived from quantity indexes.
The difference between the input deflators was negligible; the difference
between the output deflators was 4 per cent, or 1 per cent per year, and
the resulting difference between the residual net output indexes was 14 per
cent, nearly 3.5 per cent per year.
We chose in our paper to develop the analytical value of using the
monthly production measures as links to final demand and prices and to
raise some questions concerning the data currently available for analyzing
output and inventory changes in the goods sector of the economy. The352 Basic Industry Product Estimates
OBE elected to contribute additional statistical comparisons and points
of possible reconciliation of the two sets of series for the manufacturing
sector. Without the new, more detailed gross product data which became
available at this Conference, it was not possible for us to go much
beyond the analysis for manufacturing which we presented two years
ago in the reply to the ECE. That analysis compared the Federal Re-
serve indexes with the then published gross product series of the BLS
as well as the OBE; also, the net versus gross comparisons were presented
in an ASA paper cited above.
More direct comparisons are now possible within the Census frame-
work; we plan to be working further on such comparisons, particularly
with regard to gross output deflators. We hope that the efforts of others
at OBE and Census will include consideration of such matters as com-
parison of Census current-dollar values with gross product data and
direct measurement of at least the current-dollar value of business
services.
CORNELIA MOTHERAL
The following comments represent scattered further observations on
the Gottsegen-Ziemer paper.
Mr. Gottsegen has indicated that some differences between the OBE
measures, on the one hand, and OBE's deflated Census value-added
measures and the Federal Reserve measures, on the other, stem from
the inventory valuation adjustment to the former, particularly in year-to-
year movements for 1950—51. With Census data it is only necessary to
adjust for changes in valuation of finished and in-process inventories
and sometimes not even those, since in many industries where changes
in such inventories are important, value of production or value of work
done rather than value of shipments is reported to the Census. The
industries in which the differences stemming from IVA occur, according
to Gottsegen, are tobacco, textiles, furniture, chemicals, rubber, and
leather. Many of the Federal Reserve monthly series in these groups,
and more of the annual series, are based on quantity of production data,
so that no adjustment for inventory change is necessary, with or with-
out IVA. Some of the monthly and somewhat more of the annual data
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amount of real inventory change, not by the amount of IVA. I have
inspected two of the series where man-hours—a production proxy not
needing inventory adjustment of any kind—are used monthly, and the
annual indexes are based on deflated value of shipments. It does not
seem likely that adjustment for inventory change, with or without IVA,
would change the direction of the plastics products component of the
rubber and plastics products index for the 1950—51 period. The other
rubber series are based on quantities of production or rubber consump-
tion. I conclude that the IVA is more likely to be at fault than the pro-
duction indexes in this area. Another area where deflated value of ship-
ments is used annually is furniture. Here I inspected the 1953—54 differ-
ence, where the Federal Reserve series goes up while the OBE series
goes down. Adjustment for inventory change, with or without IVA,
would have little effect on the movement of the Federal Reserve series;
however, the Federal Reserve household furniture series is based on
wherever-made product shipments—industry shipments decline from
1953 to 1954, and should have been used.
Doing the IVA in three- and four-digit detail is often more work than
it's worth. We have done it in the 1947—54 and 1954—58 bench marks,
and of course it is necessary and makes a difference in certain years such
as 1947 and 1950. For 1954 and 1958 it was hardly worth the effort.
We are now setting up a system in which our annual indexes will be
based on deflated Census data to a greater extent, and the possibility
that we will have to apply an IVA for some years and some industries
will have to be borne in mind.
In our attempt to monitor current index levels, it would be a help if
BLS published monthly wholesale price indexes classified to correspond
to the industry groupings used in the Census Bureau's monthly manu-
facturers' shipments survey. Such indexes would be useful for deflating
shipments and finished and in-process inventories.
Gottsegen ascribes the differences between the OBE and Federal
Reserve series for Group 30, rubber and plastics products, to the Fed-
eral Reserve use of unrepresentative quantity or man-hour indicators.
But the greatest trend divergence for this industry occurs in the 1947—57
period when the Federal Reserve series are adjusted to bench-mark and
annual levels; in the period for 1957 to date when we are dependent on
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ments, the trends are not dissimilar. I think that the difference in the
earlier period is caused partly by our use of 1947 weights through 1952,
not only in combining the series but also internally in the detailed bench-
mark indexes to which the series are adjusted; and partly by our
bench-mark and annual measures for plastics products, which represent
a Census value deflated with a deflator derived from Tariff Commission
quantity and value data for plastics materials. We realize that it is often
not appropriate to deflate a product value with a materials deflator, but
we believe that the Tariff data provided better coverage of this field
than available wholesale price index components, and think that in this
area we were probably more nearly correct than the OBE measure.
The differences that arise from weighting are associated more with
choice of weight year than with choice of weight concept. The basic
question involved is whether it is really appropriate to measure the out-
put of the late 1940's and early 1950's with the price relationships of
1958.
We are surprised at many of the differences shown because as Spencer
indicated, the Federal Reserve manufacturing index is very close to the
1954—58 bench mark and a preliminary 1958—63 bench mark; it is also
very close in 1962 and 1964, relative to 1963, to Annual Survey data
deflated in some detail with BLS wholesale price indexes, and in 1965
to deflated totals from the very recently available 1965 Annual Survey.
We recognize that legitimate and plausible differences can arise be-
cause of changes in materials input per unit of output, as in primary
metals. In primary metals these changes arise from use of more highly
processed ores, yet this increase is not reflected in the OBE mining
measures iince they use the Federal Reserve mining series based on
usable ore, which are considerably understated as measures of mining
gross product.
We are also surprised, however, to see that the two "gross" measures
for primary metals—Federal Reserve indexes gross weighted versus
deflated Census gross output—show such differences for the 1958—64
period. Primary metals has usually been our best index, requiring little
bench-mark revision. If both of the two gross measures are correct—
that is,if we are measuring the quantities correctly and the deflators
applied to the Census data measure the prices correctly—they seem to
me to imply a decline in quality of primary metals. Or, if we assumeComparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 355
that such difficult aspects of quality as strength and durability are equally
badly measured by the production and price indexes, then the difference
between the two measures suggest that in this period there was a move-
ment toward the cheaper grades within the types of metal and metal
product measured by the Federal Reserve indexes for primary metals.
The only other possibility I can think of is some peculiarity in the detailed
product weights, which in the steel industry are open to question.
On the other hand, as Spencer has, suggested from study of Census
unit value and BLS price indications at the five-digit product class level,
there may be an upward bias in the BLS price indexes for these products.
Of course, to the extent that these products become inputs to other
manufacturing industries, the errors will cancel at the total manufacturing
level, although the gross product series for primary metals would be
understated, and those for metal fabricating would be overstated.
VIVIAN E. SPENCER, Bureau of the Census
The first comment on this extremely valuable paper, which maintains
the high quality of work to be expected from these authors, must be on
its excellence.
The second comment must be on the really striking similarity, con-
sidering the differences in methods and concepts used in their construc-
tion, of the FRB and OBE series as presented in the paper. In the
deflated Census value-added series plotted on the charts attached to this
paper, the latter. series usually fall between the OBE and FRB series—
but closer to the OBE figures. In one sense, the differences between these
series furnish a measure of their reliability. Where the differences are
significant, one would like to analyze them as indicators of the effect of
differences in the basic concepts and methods. Some such discussion is
included in the paper. However, time has not permitted me to expand
upon them.
One desirable study would be comparing the behavior of the 1954-.
58 and 1958—63 relationships with that of the new Census bench-mark
indexes based on data for the approximately 7,000 commodities on
which information is collected in the Census of Manufactures. These
indexes use value-added weights at the five-digit commodity level and
are also available with employment, man-hour, current-capital-input,
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input weights. Such a study could not as yet be made: Although the
wherever-made commodity indexes for most areas were published in
the final 1963 publications of the censuses of Manufactures and Mineral
Industries, and the 1954—58 industry indexes have had limited distri-
bution, nevertheless, work on the 1958—63 industry indexes is not yet
entirely complete.
In the course of the index work, one bit of analysis which we did
may have some bearing on the relations between series in this paper.
In the total series and many of the two-digit group comparisons, it is
notable that the FRB series rises throughout most of the period more
rapidly than the OBE series. The 1947—54 Census bench-mark index
was found to be five points higher than the FRB. It appears that the
final Census bench marks for 1954—58 and 1958—63 will also be
slightly higher than the FRB, but in each case only by one or two points.
The OBE series depends entirely for deflation on the especially
constructed BLS price indexes. The FRB depends to a much lesser
extent on BLS price series. Although the final Census indexes in-
corporate many BLS price series for areas where inadequate or no
quantity data are available, they do so to a still lesser extent. In our
working analysis of the relation between BLS indexes and the raw
Census four-digit implied unit value indexes constructed with maximium
use of Census quantity and value data, scatter diagrams were constructed
comparing the two-price measures. A tendency was noted for the BLS
indexes to show higher increases in price than the Census series. This
seemed particularly clear in both periods for areas like Major Groups
2.8—chemicals and 33—primary metals where this pattern of more
rapid increase of FRB than OBE is notable. If the BLS price indexes
do tend to overstate price increases, this might be a significant factor
in the lower rate of increase in the OBE series than in the FRB series,
and again would contribute to the FRB index falling somewhat below
the Census bench marks.
The divergence of the FRB and OBE series for Group 29 in 1964
and certain other years, and the even greater divergence when they
are compared with the deflated value-added series, point to the need
for a further restudy of the special methods used for construction of
these series and of alternative methods possible. There are, of course,
significant problems in arriving at good petroleum refining measures./
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MILTON Moss, Bureau of the Budget
It is probably fair to say that the figures in the national accounts which
are used most intensively here and abroad are those in constant prices.
The past decade has witnessed a considerable advance in the measure-
ment and publication of estimates in constant prices in the United
States, partly reflecting the strong interest in the analysis of economic
growth.
Such advances include the following: (1) United States gross national
product by major type of purchaser which, formerly available only an-
nually, was put on a quarterly basis early in the decade; (2) GNP by
major type of product for durable and nondurable goods, services, and
structures, with a breakdown for goods as between final sales and change
in business inventories on a quarterly basis; (3) industrial production
indexes, published more promptly and in greater detail than before
and developed along market categories to provide comparisons with
final sales and between materials and finished products; (4) real gross
product originating by industry on an annual basis, building on earlier
estimates by Alterman and Jacobs, and which opens the door to
analysis of productivity change in industry detail within a consistent
accounting framework; (5)coincident with the preceding, the re-
grouping and reweighting of prices along industry lines to provide the
framework for developing industry or so-called sector price indexes;
(6) integration of the input—output table with the income and product
accounts, making .)possible a consistent accounting of changes in the
industrial distribution of final demand.
Partly in consequence of this work, we are faced with an embarass-
ment of riches exposing various differences in the existing bodies of
information.
The period ahead, withitscontinued pressure toincrease the
timeliness and detail of data in constant prices, will necessarily involve
decisions about the extent to which differences between measures such
as the Index of Industrial Production and GNP by industry can be
adequately resolved.
NOTE: I should like to take this occasion to acknowledge my association with
Gary G. Schiarbaum, who worked with me as a summer intern at the Budget
Bureau in 1966 and who made intensive study of problems involved in reconciling
the Index of Industrial Production with real gross product by industry.358 Basic Industry Product Estimates
What have the papers in this section contributed to our understanding
of differences and what have they contributed to resolving them?
Itisclear from both Gottsegen-Ziemer and Gehman-Motheral
papers that there are significant differences between the movements
of the Index of Industrial Production and of the gross product figures—
over the long term, from year to year, and for quarterly changes—
whether industry or commodity comparisons are made. In a broad
sense, of course, the two measures show similar results and the error
margins implied by the differences in movement would not trouble many
other countries where the data base is far poorer than ours.
But, for the uses to which the data are put, the fact that the FRB
measure for manufactures rises 4.2 per cent per year and OBE's
corresponding measure rises 3.8 per cent over the whole postwar period,
and the fact that for durable manufactures one rose (FRB) and the
other fell (OBE) from 1955—56 pose serious questions for analysis
of growth and fluctuations.
The Gottsegen-Ziemer paper, which I have been asked to discuss,
should be highly commended for making available a wealth of material
for indicating some of the possible factors making for differences
between the two measures. Much work will need to be done, however,
to resolve the difficulties, and I hope this conference will provide the
push necessary to get this work done.
I would like to illustrate (Table 1) what the difficulties are and
what we might conclude about the directions ahead. My remarks
will be similar in many respects to those of Jack Gottsegen, but my
emphasis will be different and I would like to suggest some remedies.
The figures in the table are adapted from appendix material mostly
supplied with the Gottsegen-Ziemer paper and which shows indexes
for manufacturing for the year 1964 with the year 1958 =100.
Analyzing the difference between the Federal Reserve and OBE
measures based only on the span of two years, which I have done
in the table, has severe limitations, particularly since the size and
nature of the differences between the indexes will depend on the
particular pair of years chosen. Moreover, the fact that 1958 was a
recession year and 1964 a prosperous one tends to exaggerate differences
for a number of groups—although at the total level the difference
between the two series is very small. Also, at this level of aggregation,
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differences between aggregate input and output indexes could result
from differences in output movements of individual industries with
different ratios of input to output, even though input—output relations
in individual industries might not have changed—the familiar product
mix problem. Still another problem—a perennial one—is that 1964
is not a bench-mark year and we are dealing with preliminary figures
in both systems. Whatever the difficulties, however, the table does
provide a convenient framework forillustratingthe main factors
accounting for differences between the measures
At the risk of being too obvious, let me quickly describe the figures
in each column. The first column of figures represents the Federal
Reserve indexes as published, but on a 1958 rather than 1957—59
base. These indexes are based on series that are gross of material inputs
but combined with value-added weights. The second column represents
the same series combined with gross value weights. Aside from some
generally minor problems of aggregation, columns 1 and 2 differ merely
because of differences between value-added and gross value weights.
The underlying series are identical.
Column 3 represents deflated gross value of output of individual
industries combined with gross value weights using Census data. At
the individual industry level these indexes should be identical in theory
with indexes in columns 1 and 2, except in those few cases where
FRB has developed value-added weights for individual products. They
differ from column 1at aggregate levels because of the use of gross
value weights, but they should be identical with those in column 2
at the levels of aggregation shown. That they do in fact differ and
that they ought to conform will be emphasized at later points in my
discussion.
Columns 4 and 5 are also based on Census data giving indexes of
constant-dollar input and value added. These figures, including column
3,are based on values from the Census of Manufactures and the
Annual Survey of Manufactures deflated by OBE with BLS wholesale
price series. While the data do not necessarily represent bench marks,
they provide, by and large, a consistent set of information for analyzing
changes in the movement of material inputs and outputs in constant
prices as measured by OBE and hence provide one basis for inferring
whether differences between the FRB and OBE measures reflect
differences between gross output and value added.Comparison of FRB and OBE Measures of Output 361
The last two columns, shown here as OBE data, represent in
column 6 indexes of value added in constant prices but inclusive of
excise taxes, and the last column, gross product originating in constant
prices. These two columns show different results only because they
use different current-dollar figures for measuring value added. The
deflators are the same. The first and last columns provide us with the
comparison between the two measures under consideration in this
session. The columns in between help interpret those differences.
For total manufacturing, we note that in the change from 1958 to
1964 the FRB index rises 42.8 per cent (col.1) and O]3E 40.4
per cent (col. 7)—a rather similar increase. It is instructive to try to
interpret even this small difference, using the indexes in the other
columns to seek clues. Is the difference shown a result of the fact
that the FRB index isgross,i.e.,does not allow for differences
between gross output of products and input of materials while the
OBE measure is net in this respect? The table suggests otherwise.
Comparison of columns 3 and 4 shows that gross output rose relative
to input, and therefore value added has risen relative to gross output.
It the Federal Reserve index were regarded as simply a gross output
index, on that account it should have risen less than OBE but in fact
ithas risen more. So whatever differences exist between the two
measures at the total level it has apparently not arisen as a result of
differences between input and output. However, when we look at some
of the underlying two-digit groups shown in the table, a fuller apprecia-
tion of the role played by the various factors is more clearly revealed.
In the food group, for example, the lower OBE index (117.1)
compared with the Federal Reserve (121.7) appears to result from
a difference between value added and gross output as indicated in
columns 4 and 5. The deflated Census data indicate that input has
increased faster than output and consequently value added has increased
less than gross output. This would seem to explain, at least statistically,
why product originating showed an increase of only 17 per cent while
the Federal Reserve showed an increase of 22 per cent, or closer to
the gross output figure in column 3. To determine whether this is the
underlying reason in fact, however, would require more detail. That
is, additional detail would be needed to determine, for example, whether
the difference arose because the FRB index included in its food index
the increase in packaging materials; or in other words, was or was not
duplicating some of the output of the paper industry.362 Basic Industry Product Estimates
It is instructive to compare columns 2 and 3. Since the figuresin
thetwo columns are broadly similar as to weights, and assuming they
deal with the same value data, the differences result from the fact that
quantity-type data are used in one case (FRB) and BLS price data
for deflation are used in the other. Conceptually the figures in these
two columns should be identical, as I indicated earlier; that is, with
ideal quantity and price data the use of quantity indexes with base-
period price weights should provide the same results as indexes based
on deflation of value data with detailed price indexes with current-year
quantity weights. In fact, the results are quite different. Differences are
sizeable in some groups and go in different directions. At bench-mark
intervals when both measures rely heavily on identical Census value
data such differences ought to be fully explained. Is it because detailed
quantity data are inferior or superior to price data or is it because FRB
and Census are in fact "deflating" different value aggregates because
of classification or other reasons?
The indexes in columns 6 and 7 use identical deflators but different
current-dollar data. Here, too, differences in a number of groups are
quite sizeable and in my conclusion later I wish to emphasize the need
to reconcile these figures.
I should like now to illustrate two problems which are thorns of
criticism in the series under review. I refer to the problem of reliance
on man-hours in the FRBmeasureand the difficulty with double
deflation in the OBE measure.
First, the man-hour problem. I can illustrate this with the index
shown in the table for the furniture industry. Note that this index at
154.7 (col. 1) compares with an OBE measure of 128.7.
Monthly changes in the FRB index for the furniture industry are
equal to percentage changes in man-hours for this industry multiplied
by assumed changes in output per man-hour. These monthly changes
are interpolated between and extrapolated beyond bench marks, at
which time levels of output and of output per man-hour are calculated
using Census production and BLS employment. Generally value data
deflated by wholesale price indexes rather than quantity-type data are
used to estimate output for this industry because a sample of price
data for major items is more readily available than is a detailed listing
for the great heterogeneity of physical quantities of furniture.
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changes for all furniture items and that they allow for quality change
(heroic assumptions of course), the deflated value data constitute a
basic approach to measurement of physical volume for this type of
industry. But the published index has not been adjusted regularly to
Census bench marks or Annual Survey of Manufactures data for some
time. It may well be that a detailed study of this industry will expose
weaknesses in the price data for deflating the Census value data, in
which case price data should be improved. But Isee no better
alternative for such an industry.
The problem then for resolving difficulties of the type exemplified
by the furniture industry is for the FRB to have more frequent bench
marks using the Census Annual Survey of Manufactures. A sizeable
fraction of the total Index of Industrial Production (approximately
half) requires the bench-mark study of adjusted man-hour series. While
these series are monitored by FRB in the aggregate by comparisons
with product-type indexes and other data such as electric power and
freight transport, their detailed adjustment at approximately annual
intervals is highly desirable.
I know how difficult it is to carry out bench-mark studies frequently
—it is one of the most thankless and exacting jobs. But it must be
done and whatever can be done to make this task less slavish, more
expeditious, and even more interesting, if possible, should be done.
To illustrate the problem with double deflation in the OBE measure,
attention is now directed to the indexes in the table for petroleum
refining. The table shows, for example, that gross output of petroleum
rose 26.4 per cent (col. 3) and input rose 16.6 per cent (col. 4).
Value added, as a consequence, rose 75 per cent(col.5). This
enormous difference between value added and gross output raises
serious questions. The level of input is large relative to output in this
industry and small errors in both can be magnified in the value-added
residual, as is well known. But as a matter of fact, have refined products,
for example, increased relative to inputs or isthis a result of the
oddities of double deflation? I ask this question because this happens
to be an industry with especially good physical volume information on
outputs, as Gottsegen and Ziemer recognize. But we also know a great
deal about inputs of crude oil,electric power, additives, fuel,etc.,
which they do not recognize as well.
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on this industry, which at first I had not fully appreciated. But the
irony of this example consists in this simple fact—despite an unusually
rich amount of information of both inputs and outputs, double deflation
procedures have been found seriously wanting. I suspect that refined
products have not risen relative to crude oil,fuels, electric power,
additives, etc., by the differences suggested in columns 3, 4, and 5.
The index finally accepted by OBE (144.3 in column 7) is still con-
siderably higher than the gross output measure, 126.4 in column 3 and
than the FRB measure, 124.2 in column 1.
What Do We Do?
The following recommendations spell out in slightly more detail what
has been already said on eliminating unnecessary differences between
the FRB and OBE figures.
1. The figures in column 2 and column 3 should be made as identical
as possible at bench-mark intervals. The figures in these two columns
theoretically are deflating the same value base in the individual in-
dustries. As mentioned earlier, they differ only because quantity-type
information with base-year price weights are used in the Federal
Reserve, and BLS price data with quantity weights are used by OBE.
2. The basic data from which columns 6 and 7 are derived should
be made as identical as possible. Differences arise because the current-
dollar data on value added come from different sources, one from
Census, and the other from IRS and other sources. The Census data
include business services, while the OBE data require difficult problems
of allocation of company-based data to an establishment order. In order
that the figures in columns 6 and 7 be made as identical as possible,
two things need to be done; one involves a strengthening of the
Enterprise Statistics Program at Census to improve our links between
company and establishment data and classifications, the other is that
Census value-added data should be made less duplicative to exclude
purchased business services.
3. The detail in GPO by industry should be made available for
analysis. Not only should two-digit and lower orders of aggregation
be made available on net output but the data for analyzing the
significance of the net output measures, namely, relations between gross
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least at bench-mark intervals, the figures on gross output, input, and
net output, in current dollars, constant dollars, and implied deflators
should be made available—if not for publication, for special analysis.
These data were made available to this conference and I hope this
practice will continue.
4. The price indexes need to be strengthened, both in those areas
where these indexes are apparently less accurate than quantity-type
information, but more importantly in those areas where they are
presently woefully incomplete. The latter include particularly the area
of producers durable equipment. Where the price data are clearly more
accurate than quantity-type information they should be used in the
FRB index. At bench-mark intervals these judgments can be made.
5. A problem remains if we put all emphasis on net output measures.
For one thing, information for commodities tends to disappear in the
framework of GNP originating so long as indexes are shown only for
net output. It is true that on a bench-mark basis we can show indexes
of dollar values for outputs, inputs, and net outputs. Such detail would
be extremely useful as indicated above. But quarterly or monthly data
on this detailed basis is not likely to be developed for a long, long time.
The detailed commodity flows that can be shown monthly for
materials and finished products in the Index of Industrial Production,
from producing through distributing channels, should be encouraged.
As pointed out inthe Gehman-Motheral paper, these detailed
commodity flows can help in understanding the bases for inventory
and price change and can provide the basis for a more detailed under-
standing of short-run fluctuations.
One possibility is to have value-added type measures at bench-mark
intervals supplemented by gross output series for monthly movements
and for special groupings. The value-added type measures of FRB
and OBE should be reconciled and the gross output type measures in
FRB should be reconciled with those which OBE calculates as an early
step in its procedures. If this is done at bench-mark intervals (annual
as much as possible), differences could be resolved, say at two-digit
levels, and a major element of confusion would thereby be eliminated.
6. At more frequent intervals (monthly and quarterly), I recommend
that we look to the wider use of the Monthly Industry Survey of
Shipments, Inventories, and Orders for use in those series in which
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man-hour data provide very useful indicators in many industries where
the production process islong, the need for current measures of
productivity change requires that these man-hour measures be supple-
mented as much as possible by production-type data on a monthly
basis. This will require further strengthening of the Monthly Industry
Survey, including a strengthening of its sample, the more frequent
bench-mark extrapolation of these monthly data to annual survey
levels (last bench mark was for 1962), and a closer tie with employment
information so that analysis of output in relation to employment on a
current basis may be strengthened.
7. More detailed input—output studies (which will require continual
improvement in data on material and service inputs)will help in
reconciling many problems of data and analysis of intermediate and
final output.
Conclusion
AU, or nearly all, the people needed to bring a little more peaceful
coexistence between IP and GPO are in attendance at this conference.
It seems to me that there is an opportunity ahead for these people to
develop an imaginative solution to the problems posed by the differences
between the Index of Industrial Production and GNP. The different
approaches in the two measures challenge us to reap the benefits of
both without' necessarily attempting an ironclad solution that would
end up with only one type of measure. The advantages of a detailed
industry analysis of productivity changes within a consistent accounting
framework are clear, and we should direct the statistics program to
strengthen this work to make it more detailed and more timely. The
advantages of a commodity-flow type of analysis for both short-run
and long-term analysis, but particularly for the short-run, should be
made more widely understood. The flexibility that the Index of In-
dustrial Production provides for this type of commodity-flow analysis
suggests that this work should be encouraged.
While we of course look for a lessening of unnecessary tensions in
this area of disparate statistics—I would like to end my discussion with
a request for a constructive variety in our approach to the study of
output and demand developments.
"In My Father's house are many mansions."
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FRANK R. GARFIELD
In my view the Gottsegen-Ziemer paper marks the beginning of a
new phase in the discussion of measuring manufacturing production
in the United States. This developing discussion may well have a
significant bearing on production measurement problems in other areas
and on policy problems relating to productivity, unit labor costs, growth,
and the like. These policy problems are of great practical importance
and measurement issues affecting them call for the most careful study.
The two-digit data made available with this paper and the analysis
by two-digit groups, which is begun here and to be extended in later
papers, will provide students in this area with important basic material
essential for appraising certain alternative methods of measurement and
considering what methods may be appropriate in different types of
situations. For example, this new material will offer an opportunity for
study at the two-digit level of differences between indexes of deflated
value of product, deflated value of input and deflated value-added, as
derived here from Census data in current-value terms through deflation
by regrouped Bureau of Labor Statistics price data.
The new material will also make possible, for years of comprehensive
censuses, comparisons between the results of this double deflation work
and of the work embodied in the Census-Federal Reserve bench-mark
indexes. Such comparisons could be made now for 1947—54 and
1954—58, and comparison for 1958—63 will be possible in the near
future when the Census-Federal Reserve indexes become available.
In the Gottsegen-Ziemer analysis emphasis is on other comparisons
and especially on those relating to recent years. For recent years, as
the authors point out, the comparisons between the GPO measures
of the Office of Business Economics and the Federal Reserve Board
measures must be regarded as preliminary because some of the two-digit
indexes in the Federal Reserve index will probably be revised appreci-
ably when the new bench marks become available, even though, as
reported in the Gehman-Motheral paper, the total for manufacturing
is not expected to be altered much. The present showing is one of
significant similarities but also of significant differences.
In commenting on measurement problems, Gottsegen and Ziemer
note a number of issues associated with representation of real value
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such proxies as adjusted man-hours. They also note various different
problems associated with measurement of gross product originating
by the double deflation approach in which price deflators obtained by
deflating Census value of output and of input are used to transform
current-dollar gross product originating into real terms. The authors take
the view that this approach can be accepted for all two-digit groups in
manufacturing, with the single of petroleum refining. There,
a constant-dollar output series derived from physical volume measures
is substituted for deflated dollar figures. This substitution is probably
desirable and I think it likely that for some other groups also constant-
dollar series might better be derived by means other than deflating
dollar figures; and beyond questions concerning particular series lie
broader questions concerning the best general (or selective) approach.
As the authors suggest, production measurement problems are many.
Comment on a single issue must, therefore, leave much unsaid. But
I think the nature of the double deflation approach particularly needs
to be explored further, especially with respect to one aspect noted by
the authors. They say: "The GPO implicit deflator has the quality that
small differences in the level of output or input prices yield larger
differences in the GPO deflator since the latter is derived as a residual—
that is, the output price index has a positive weight but the input price
index has a negative weight." And again, in discussing the petroleum
refining problem they say: "Since value added isa residual, small
differences in price levels of output and input and small inconsistencies
in the measures of output and input may yield large differences in the
price movements for value added. This was the experience when the
double deflation method was used for SIC 29."
In citing this reason as one of several for making a substitution here,
but not elsewhere, the authors point out that the ratio of cost of
materials to value of shipments in that industry is unusually high,
ranging from 80 to 84 per cent in the 1950—58 period. Another way
of stating the situation for 1958 in petroleum refining is to say that
value added (the residual to be approximated) was 16 per cent of value
of output and a little less than 9 per cent of value of output plus value
of input, the values deflated to arrive at a price deflator for value added.
Considering the proportions shown for petroleum refining and the
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value series, it hardly seems surprising that the results shown for this
industry were found to be unsatisfactory. When errors occur in deflating
inputs or outputs they may, of course, be offsetting—or they may not.
In this connection, it may be noted that equal percentage errors in
input and output measures will not exactly offset each other.
In 1958, the 16 per cent for petroleum refining was the extreme
low for the two-digit industry ratios of value added to value of output.
But in the food industry, value added was only 29 per cent of value
of product—and 17 per cent of the sum of value of product and value
of input. The behavior of the food processing series shown in their
chart and the behavior of corresponding real output and input series
shown in the tables raise questions: Did real GPO (or value added)
actually show little net change from 1957 to 1960 or 1961? Little
change for real value added implies a decline in real value added in
relation to real value of output in that period of 9 per cent or more.
This sharp decline was preceded and followed by increases in the ratio
of real value added to real value of output. Independent evidence
seems to me essential to corroborate this finding before it can be
accepted. The 9 per cent decline in the ratio, from 31.4 to 28.6 per
cent, reflected the difference between a 9 per cent rise in real output
and a 13 per cent rise in real input (comparing 1957 and 1960). Is
this perhaps a case where rather small errors in price measurement and
matching could have accounted for much or all of the temporary
levelling off in real value added? Would either input or output perhaps
have provided a better representation of real value added?
At the other extreme from petroleum refining and food processing
in1958 were printing and publishing and instruments and allied
products, with value added to value of product ratios of 63 and 62
per cent. But even for printing and publishing the deflation process is
applied to a total of 100 (for output) plus 37 (for input) or 137 alto-
gether in obtaining a residual for 63 (i.e., 100 minus 37). Thus, at best,
with respect to this aspect of the problem, the risks of important effects
from small errors seem to me considerable over the whole range of
industries.
The analysis in the Gottsegen-Ziemer paper is largely in terms of
changes over long periods; while year-to-year percentage changes shown
in the tables provide a ready reference for those interested, the discussion
of year-to-year changes by industry, for the most part, will come later.370 Basic Industry Product Estimates
I expect this to be a very significant part of the whole analytical
project.
The problems of current monthly or even quarterly figures are rather
different from those of annual figures—in many respects they are more
difficult—and the answers as to the most appropriate approaches may
not be the same as those arrived at for annual figures. But itis of
great importance that the issues relating to annual figures be discussed
further in quite some detail to improve our understanding both of what
has been happening from year to year and of what can be learned by
various approaches to annual production measurement.